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l^7IIERE IS SHARON LEADING ISRAEL?

GoaEf:a:e::h:g:y::FEF:#hg:
Board  of Deputies,  got  it  absolutely
right on Radio 4's Today programme
the  following  moming.  She  insisted
that   suicide   bombers   were   not
depressed    and    hopeless    young
people. They were young people high
on a perverted religious doctrine, full
of zeal and vision, cynically exploited
by  cold,  calculating  individuals  who
are conducting a war of unspeakable
inhumanity.

As   so   often   we   confuse   the
exploited with  the  exploiter  and his
dupes. Wejumble thejustice of a cause
with the mamer in which it is pursued.

Our world is now divided between
those who show sympathy or pseudo-
understanding  for terrorists  because
they   feel   for   the   deprived   and
oppressed whom the terrorists exploit
without mercy, and those who condemn
the  terrorists  out  of hand  but  who
decline to look at the broad background
of those whom the terrorists lure into
giving up what little they have, namely
their humanity and their lives.

We had something of this with the
IRA. Catholics in Northern Ireland had,
for  decades,  been  the  victims  of
bigotry, discrimination and violence.
The  British  record  in  Ireland  is  a
shameful one. But it became an article
of faith of the far left in Britain to show
sympathy with the IRA, and for many
in  the  United  States  who  supplied
money for arms  or even money and
arms.   Sympathising   with   those
responsible for the  Omagh bombing
was    obscene.    The    IRA    terror
campaign was run by cynical and evil
men  and  women,   some  of  them
psychopaths, who  exploited genuine
Catholic  grievances  in  a  way  that
cannot ever be countenanced and did
not and does not work.

Much the same is true of September
llth. Whoever and whatever al-Qaida
are    -    Saudi    dissidents,    Arab
nationalists - it is clear that they cold
bloodedly exploit the grievances and
credulity of innocents, both those who
join them in murder and the millions
who cheer them in the street as the only
leaders who will stand up to Western
imperialism, economic exploitation and
oppression. Those who, quite rightly,
oppose al-Qaida most forcibly are also,
sadly, those who are least prepared to
look at why so many millions  are so
open to being exploited and duped.
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In the midst of all this, it looks as
though Prime Minister Sharon has got
his way.

It is desperately sad to see Jerusalem
so  empty.  Scarcely a tourist in sight.
Restaurants,  despite  security,  are
without customers. Hotel rooms can be
had  at  ridiculous  prices.  Diaspora
Jewry has largely stopped doing what
being Jewish demands and no longer
walk the living bridge that makes the
Jews of the world one people.

It  is   desperately   sad  but  not
suxprising that many of us should be
deterred by the smell of fear in the air.
Why cannot more non-Jews grasp what
it must be like to live in a lunatic and
obscene world in which young women
and men are brainwashed into seeking
out bus  loads  of school children and
queuesofordinarypeopleandblowing
themselves  and  their  victims  into
mangled body parts?  Why  can they
not glimpse what it must be like to live
in a world in which young men break
into  homes  for the  sole  purpose  of
killing as many members of a family as
they can? And why can they not see
what  it  must  be  like  to  know  that
terrorists have tried to plant a bomb in
a refinery to  incinerate  scores  if not
hundreds of Tel-Aviv motorists in the
ensuing fireball and may try again?

Against such a background,  who
would argue with Ariel Sharon? Few
do.   Maybe   the   reoccupation   of
Palestinian towns is the only way of
gaining a measure of security, it is said.
A huge wall sounds like a good idea.
After all, why should anyone try to live
as a neighbour to those whose concept
of neighbourliness  extends  only  to
murder and mass eviction? The entire
worldmustnowrealisethatYasirArafat
is neither a cuddly bear nor a brave
freedom  fighter  but  a  man  whose
indecisiveness is matched only by his
duplicity and cynicism. It is clear even
to moderate Arab leaders that he says
one thing in English and the opposite
in Arabic, that he calls for an end to
terrorism but actively  encourages  it,
that he wrings his hands in regret at
suicide  bombings,   whilst  richly
rewarding the families of the bombers.

Almost no one in Israel is prepared
to  accept the interpretation of Camp
David and Taba, so popular in liberal
western circles six months or so ago,
that blamed the  then premier  Ehud
Barak  for  the  failure  to  reach  an
agreement.  Many doubt that  Sharon
has  an  acceptable  endgame.  Many
doubt that he and Bibi Netanyahu are

reconciled - unlike  the majority  of
Israelis - to two states. Some suspect
that dreams of a greater Israel still stalk
the cabinet tables. But, post-Taba, no
one believes that the majority of Arab
governments  and  nations  are  yet
reconciled to the permanent existence
of the state of Israel and no one doubts
that it is Arab governments and those
committed to uncompromising Islamic
militancy who are providing arms and
finance  for the  Palestinian terrorist
organisations. So, goes the miserable,
resigned and fearful Israeli shrug, what
is the alternative?

Ariel Sharon has got his way.
Sharon,  and the  suicide  bombers

and the duplicity and corruption of the
Palestinian Authority, have convinced
President  Bush  that  one  cannot,
morally  or  practically,  deal  with
terrorists and,  as yet, there is no-one
else to negotiate with.

Which may be right. There are some
people  so  evil  and  so  crazed  with
hatred  that  one  cannot reason with
them.  There  are  actions  and policies
which can never be justifled by any
cause  or  quest  for  freedom.  Even  if
Arafat does not fall into that category,
there is little in his record to suggest
that,  on  a pragmatic  as  opposed  to
moral basis, he is worth the expenditure
of any further time.

Thank God that Cherie Blair may
have unwittingly exposed the liberal
fallacy of confusing the exploiters and
their  dupes  with  real  issues   of
injustice,  human  rights  and  human
suffering.  Few  Israelis  would  now
deny that many ordinary Palestinians
are  suffering  in the  same  way  that
Israelis  are  suffering  and  that both
peoples  have  the  right  to  live  in
dignity,            prosperity            and
independence.  Israel,  America,  the
world has to deal with terrorists and
terrorism.    No    fudge    and    no
compromise  are  possible  with  the
obscenity  of what  they  perpetrate.
But what of the victims within their
own realm? What  of the  conditions
which  make  it  possible  to  dupe,
brainwash  and  exploit  their  own
people? How do we resist terror whilst
at  the  same  time  addressing  those
conditions  which  the  terrorist  can
exploit? It is right to hunt down al-
Qaida but is it enough? Is it enough
to hunt down Hamas,  Islamic Jihad
and  the AI Aksa  martyrs  and  build
the wall to end all walls? Should there
not  be  an  additional  strategy  and
where is it?I



THE  VULNERABILITY  OF
Jews  to  assimilation  in  the
modem world is partly  due  to

their estrangement from their religious
and  spiritual  traditions.  There  is  a
profound   indifference   among   a
majority  of Jews  to  the  normative
practices,  attitudes  and  modes  of
thought   that   once    defined   the
mainstream of Jewish life.

Jews   traditionally   thought   of
themselves  as  a  covenanted  people
chargedwiththetaskofbearingwitness
to the sanctifying power of God and
Torah in the world. Jews were meant to
be a Torah people, a people claimed by
God  to  live  in  accordance  with  the
"z./zvof.  Ihrhat each individual  did  in
mundane, everyday life was of ultimate
concern to the creator of the universe.

Today this  traditional  concept no
longer informs the lives of most Jews.
It  is  a  sociological  fact that  we  no
longer  see  ourselves  as  a  people
covenanted by God.  The majority of
Jews throughout the world do not wake
up asking: "What does God require of
me? How can I best enrich and continue
the heritage of my people?"

Despite this  indifference to Torah
and the tradition, there exists a strong
bond connecting Jews to one another,
an  unmistakable  sense  of  family
connectedness.   Jews   are   deeply
concerned  about  Jewish  continuity,
about the survival and dignity of Israel,
about opposing anti-Semitism and the
persecution  of Jews  in  any  form  or
context. This sense of solidarity is one
reason why  Jews  continue  to  define
themselves as a people.

MY THANK YOU TO REFORM AND CONSERVATIVE

David Hartman

Rabbi Dr. David Hartman is one Of the world's outstanding
rabbis and a leading f igure in Modern Orthodoxy. Writing

fromthecontextofapredominantlysecularlsraelisociety,
Hartmanlevelsacritiqueatlsrael'sorthodoxestablishment

f;or its attitude to Conservative and Ref;orm Judaism in
general and corrversion in particular.

In the light of this reality, it is -hard
to remain silent and not to speak out in
response to the sad spectacles that take
place in Israel's Knesset in the wake of
the  recent  Israeli  Supreme  Court's
decision   to   accept   Reform   and
Conservative conversions as a basis for
determining  Jewish  nationality  in  a
citizen's  fectc7czf zefectf,  Israeli  identity
card. The Interior Minister's reaction to
the court's reference to "Reform" and
"Conservative" can only be described

as hysterical. Israel's religious political
leadership's   overt   expression   of
contemptfornon-Orthodoxapproaches
to  Judaism - at this  critical moment
when Jews in Israel and throughout the
world  are  facing  a  painful  test  of
solidarity  and collective resolve - is
indicative  of an  obtuse  refusal  to
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acknowledge  the  living  reality  and
spiritual  needs  of the  Jewish people
today.

The  disdainful  rejection  of the
court's  decision  to  accept  what  the
overwhelmingmajorityofJewstakefor
granted is  infuriating  if only because
of its categorical, unconditional nature.
There was no argument, no debate, and
no further inquiry. Once again it became
painfully  clear that Israel's  Orthodox
religious  leadership  is  incapable  of
even  considering  the  legitimacy  of
expressions of Judaism that do not bear
their stamp of authority.

Instead  of  showing  interest  in
educational progralnlnes for conversion
done  by  Conservative  and  Reform
rabbis, the religious political leaders'
overriding concern is with safeguarding
their political hegemony. The political
religious  leadership  continues to use
the  Knesset  to  fight  a battle  that  is
totally irrelevant to the vast majority
of Jews. The crucial issues facing the
Jewish  world  today  are  not  about
authority,  about  whose  Halakhic
rulings are binding. Plainly stated, Jews
are  not  asking  Halakhic  questions.
They are not spiritually hungry for the
authoritative  pronouncements  of the
Chief Rabbinate  or  of the  religious
Orthodox establishment.

It is practically a truism to say that
the only way to reach Jews today is not
by  claiming  the  authority  of  the
tradition   or   by   proclaiming   the
absolute   truth   of  its   theological
doctrines  but  by  personal  example,
education,  the  moral  integrity  of the
rabbinate,  the  compelling  quality  of
intellectual  argument.  These  are  the
only  ways  to  overcome  the  massive
indifference of the Jewish world and to
turn a Torali way of life into a live and
attractive option for Jews in the modem
world.

The religious political parties in the
Knesset  fail to  understand that they
cannot  legislate  Jews  back  to  their
heritage.  One  can  only  marvel  in
disbelief at  the  Orthodox  religious
political   leadership's   demeaning
rejection of Refomi and Conservative
rabbis. Are they so blind to the current
Jewish reality that they do not realize
that were  it not for the Conservative
and Reform movements' presence at the
front lines  of Jewish interaction with
secular society many more Jews would
be lost to Judaism?

The  Conservative  and  Reform
movements   have   challenged   the
indifference and apathy of Jews to their
own tradition throughout the world. It
is   owing   to   their   sustained   and
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courageous efforts that Torah and God
are  still  plausible,  living  options  in
many parts of the Jewish world.

I  have  studied  with  and  taught
Conservative and Refomi rabbis at the
Shalom Hartman Institute.  I have felt
their profound commitment to awaken
Jews to Torah and to the significance
of prayer, to create congregations where
Torah and the prophets can affect the
souls of their congregants.

I do not deny that
the issue of

HalaJchic authority
is central to the
lives  Of certain

important parts of
the Jewish world,

s#cfe  czs  zfee haredi,

yeshiIV8I and other
devoutly  Orthodox
communities. It is,

however, sheer
blindness not to see
that the majority Of
Jews do not share
this franework of

authority.
If only  the  Orthodox  religious

establishment were to open its eyes it
would see that the majority  of Jews
live and breathe in a world informed
by the spirit of individual freedom and
autonomy. In a climate where Jews do
not feel  claimed by the  authority  of
Torah and Halakhah, the most natural
framework for religious expression is
selective experimentation rather than
unconditional  commitment  to  the
authority of Halakhah.

I  do  not  deny  that  the  issue  of
Halakhic  authority is  central to  the
lives of certain important parts of the
Jewish  world,  such  as  the  %czredz.,
);es fez.1/cz and other devoutly Orthodox
communities.  It  is,  however,  sheer
blindness   not   to   see   that   the
majority  of Jews  do  not  share  this

framework of authority.
The  State  of Israel,  which  was

established  as  a  home  for  all  the
Jewish  people,  must  not  allow  a
religious leadership that does not affirm
the   significance   of   the   Zionist
revolution  and  its  implications  to
dictate a vision of Judaism that ignores
the  values  and  sensibilities  of the
mainstream of the Jewish people.

This     is     not    the     time     for
delegitimization or for manipulating
secular political power to establish the
authority  of a  single  approach  to
Judaism. Now is the time to help Jews
open up the books of their tradition in
order to understand and appreciate that
its laws, its narratives, its symbols, and
its  visions  of history  can  become
compelling  and vital  components  of
their our identities.

It  is  not  internal  disagreements
about how to  understand Torah that
threaten the future of the Jewish people
but, apathy and indifference. We ought
to be grateful to the Conservative and
Reform movements  for confronting
Jews  in  the  modern  world  and  for
providing them with the opportunity
to  reconnect  with  the  foundational
frameworks and memories of the Jewish
tradition.

The rabbinic and political religious
leadership  in Israel  cannot ignore the
fact  that  all  three  movements  in
Judaism are committed to God, Torah
and  the  covenant.  All  believe  that
without Torah, without a connection to
the Sinai moment and to Jewish history,
there is no future for Judaism and the
Jewish people. We may disagree about
how we understand the Sinai moment
or how to  apply Torah and fflz./zi/oZ in
daily  life.  But  that  disagreement  is
healthy and important and grows from
a deep religious concern with walking
faithfully and honestly before God.

What is at stake is not only the future
of religious  freedom and tolerance in
Israel, but also the unity and vitality of
the Jewish nation throughout the world.
What we need at this moment in history,
is   a   religious   leadership   that   is
concerned,  above  all,  with  enabling
Jews to find a way to identify with the
Torah's vision of the Jewish people as
a covenantal people and to make it an
integral part of their lives I

RABBI  DR.  DAVID  HARTMAN  recej.t;ec7
his  se;wiikiral from  Yeshiva  University  in  New
York.  He  is  the founder  and  director  of  the
Shalom   Hartman   Institute   in   Jerusalem,
Professor  Emeritus  at  the  Hebrew  University
and  the  author  of  many  important  books
I.#c/"dz.#g      A      Living      Covenant:      The
Innovative  Spirit  in  Traditional  Judaism.
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THE AGE OF ``RACIST" ISRAEL

Lyrme Reid Banks

WHEN I FIRST VISITED
Israel  in  1960,  it  was  as  a
starry-eyed enthusiast. Like

most people in love - as I was, with the
whole idea of the place, and later with
the  place  itself - my brain was  not
really in gear.

Although it had been fifteen years
since the Holocaust was fully revealed
to the world, I had not recovered in any
way from the shock of discovering in
my  vulnerable  teens  the  depths  to
which  humanity  can  sink,  nor  the
conscienceless  cruelty  people  are
capable  of perpetrating  against  the
hated `other' in their midst. That Jews
had been the victims  of this worst of
atrocities  simply  made  me  more
interested  in  them,  and  then  more
excited   about  their  phoenix-like
renaissance in their ancient homeland.
When I first went there - and I made my
own opportunity, and prepared myself
with Hebrew lessons and study - it was

4

because  I  had wanted to  ever  since
1948. I had no relatives or fiiends there,
only a couple of nanes and addresses. I
fell  in  love  with the  country  almost
from the moment the  ship  sailed into
Haifa Harbour. I remember writing to
my  mother,  from my  first  `billet'  in
Avichail, a farm village near Natanya,
where my hostess routinely emptied her
washing-up water around the base  of
her garden  fruit-trees,  "Every  action
they take,  every day of their lives,  is
part of a dream fulfilled." This probably
sentimental   and   certainly   na.1.ve
comment reflects my sense, when I first
went to Israel, that it was a superior sort
of place  where  the  inhabitants  were
people  of  a  much  higher  order  -
idealistic, noble, brave and inspired -
than the rest of us.

Even then,  I  can remember being
hurt, as only lovers are, when anything
that  damaged  the  perfection  of the
picture - and very little did, at first -

emerged.Myfirsthosttoldmeruefully
how his  daughter would come home
from school and say that the Moroccan
child who sat next to her `smelt' . I was
shocked.  How could one Jew despise
another Jew - even in childhood - in
this paradise where no Jew was to suffer
discrimination? Little did I let myself
understand  the   truth  about  how
Ashkenazi Jews can feel, and behave,
towards  Sephardis,  how  this  little
unpleasantness can blow up into full-
scale us-and-them.

I  can  honestly  say  that  it  never
crossed my mind that there might be
anything  dubious  about British Jews
voluntarily leaving their comfortable
homes to go to fight and settle in what
had been Palestine.  It seemed to  me
then that those who went were doing
the  right,  the  inevitable thing,  after
what had happened in Europe.  It was
the ones who stayed put, that I frowned
on. To be perfectly honest, I felt some
contempt for them. Where else would a
real Jew express his Jewishness but in
the reborn Jewish nation?

Thus  I became  a Zionist.  Who,  of
my  generation,  the  generation  for
whom the  Holocaust was  immediate
and totally real, not a distant memory,
could question the Jews' right to have
their own country from which to defend
themselves?  Those  like  my husband
who made a/z.);cz and fought for Israel
from a position of choice, did it for the
Jews who had nowhere else to go. After
all the proofs they had - that the world
had afforded them over the centuries -
that their dispersion was dangerous and
untenable, it was time their feet found
a bedrock to stand on where they could
not  be  persecuted  or  driven  out.
Professor  Leibowitz  put  it  to  me
succinctly: "Zionism was the result of
Jews getting fed up with being kicked
around by the go)7z.773. " Anti-Semitism,
such as I bad whiffs of all my life, must
be due, not only to racial prejudice but
to unease and contempt for a nationless
group that refused to assimilate, whose
non-conformist behaviour was caused
by insecurity and defensiveness. I felt
myself to be their champion,  and the
place to express this was that heroic new
country, Israel.

When I actually went to  live there
in 1962 I found what I still think was a
wonderful  country.  The  cracks  and
flaws that underlay the life I found and
joyfully lived, could easily be ignored.
Theyearsbetweensuez(1956)andthe
Six Day War (1967) constituted an era
of happy blindness.  They were  even
relatively safe. I was fortunate to live
in a left-wing kibbutz during that time,
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when  we  could  still  easily  deceive
ourselves that we were on the side of
the   angels,   in   everything   from
campaigning  for  fair treatment  for
Arabs,  to  opposition  to  religious
coercion.  That  this  happiness,  this
sense     of    rightness     -     almost
righteousness  - that certainly enabled
me to  feel I was part of a heroic and
historic  upbuilding  of the  Jewish
nation,  a  sort  of  antidote  to  the
poisonous events in Europe, hid from
most of us the fact that it was built on
shifting sands of injustice, resentment
andmiseryforthepeoplewhohadlived
there before the Jews came.

There were tremors of unease. I knew
that the Military Government,  which
at that time curtailed the movements of
the large local Arab population in our
part ofwestem Galilee, was wrong and
oppressive,     because    the    more
politicised members of our kibbutz told
me so. I could see that these cfeoverz.me
were working tirelessly to remove this
injustice  from  our Arab  neighbours.
What I did not see was that this was
just a  small  aspect  of a much more
general wrong, one tiny instance of the
Jews not treating the Arabs of Israel -
their  fellow  citizens  - properly,  that
working to remove the grosser aspects
of maj ority-and-minority existence had
little bearing on the whole situation. It
was  the  proverbial  Band-aid  on  a
gaping     wound,     even     though,
conveniently for us, the wounded were
not then screaming aloud in their pain.

At one early stage I worked in the
kibbutz vineyard with Arabs  "hired
labour" - a source of great ideological
unease,  as  our  brand  of socialism
required us  not  exploit  anyone,  but
nothing to  do with their being j4rcrds
from the nearby village of Judeida. In
cooking their field-breakfasts I catered
as carefully for their likes and dislikes
- the tea-strengths,  the  egg-hardness,
the   salad   dressing   -   as   for  the
Hungarian,  Brazilian,  German  and
British kibbutzniks. I felt it important,
not    even    in   this    tiny   way   to
discriminate among my workmates.  I
enjoyedthefactthattheseArabworkers
were invited to some of our festivities,
and that we  could visit them in their
village. If I sensed some veiled hostility
- and  it was  veiled,  they were  very
careful  to  hide  it  -  that  seemed  only
natural. We were working land that bad
once belonged to them. And their side
had been defeated in war.

The rightness  or wrongness  of the
War of Independence was not a moral
problem for me. Deir Yassin, if I ever
heard  of  it  then,  must  have  been
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excused as a lone aberration, something
perpetrated   by   the   unprincipled
Sternists,  those  terrorists,  not  the
Haganah which unfailingly practised
something  romantically  called  the
Purity of Arms. The forcible evictions
of whole populations from towns like
Ramle I never heard about.  That war
was a war of survival. I thought of it as
a  fair  fight,  forced  on  us  by  the
surrounding Arab states, in which we
had won against heroic  odds  and at
terrible  cost,  and they had  lost.  Lost
land?  Minority  status?  Resentments?
Refugees? Wars make them, and those
who   start   wars   should   not   cry
afterwards.  Much of it was  sad,  but
certainly preferable to losing, certainly

Tlo me, the  `holy
truth' , still valid and
pure, that lies at the
troubled heart Of nay
Zionism, is what my

husband lei it Liverpool
fior in 1947 and went to
Palestine to fight f;or: a

country f ;or the Jews.

less  objectively  terrible  than  what
would have happened if it had gone
the other way. Was this racist thinking
- that victorious Arabs  would have
behaved worse than victorious Jews?
Is there racist thinking that is based on
fact and not prejudice?

After  all,  there  were  still  many
thousands of Arabs living around us,
Israeli  citizens,  who  officially  had
equal rights.  Did Jews have those  in
Arab  countries?  Evidently  not,  or
Moroccans,  Yemenis,   Iraqis   and
Egyptians  among  others  would not
have   been   flooding   in.   I   never

Lynne   Reid   Banks   husband   Chaim
Stephenson in his Kibbutz days.

consideredthatitmightbetheveryfact
of the State of Israel that caused their
ousting  from their  countries  of birth
where they had lived in relative peace,
if not equality, for centuries.

I tliought we were behaving rather
well. I even thought the Arabs who had
stayed  in  Israel  were  pretty  lucky
compared to those in the surrounding
countries Certainly luckier than those
who had fled.  I was yet to learn how
many had been  driven  out. After all,
they  had  the  benefits  of living  in  a
progressive, modem, democratic state,
which,  at least within the bounds  of
security,       that       cover-all       for
discrimination  and  repression,  gave
them equality.

When    we    visited    our    Arab
neighbours, though, I found the modem
aspect patchy.  I had to wonder why
Judeida  was  so  different  from  the
kibbutz.Theroadwasbarelyaroadand
they did not have electricity. Why not?
It had to do, I was told, with the fact
that their village council did not agree
to  pay  their  share  of the  costs  of
bringing these amenities to them. But
you could see that the people were not
necessarilypoor.Theybuiltthemselves
handsome villas, much more luxurious
than the  little two-roomed boxes we
lived in.  So that was  all right - they
lived as they wanted to, and so did we.
Our cultures and values were different,
that was all.

It was not until years later, when I
taught as a volunteer in an Arab high
school in Taibe, in the `Arab Triangle',
that I discovered that discrimination in
funding in such vital areas as education
was endemic to the whole  system,  as
was discrimination in employment, and
that hence Israeli Arabs could 7€ever be
equal to Jews in terms of opportunity,
must  always  suffer  frustration  and
humiliation. The graduating class told
me that living as an Arab in Israel was
like `living in prison.' Later still, when
I was writing articles about enlightened
Jewish  initiatives  to  educate  against
hatred between the two  communities
noble  in  intention,  but  inevitably
doomed - it was back to  Square One
after every alarln or incident,  I learnt
that only a tiny fraction of Israeli Arabs
had ever lifted their hands against a Jew,
so that all the excuses in the worlaplace
about  `our' Arabs being some kind of
danger or Fifth Column were based on
prejudice,  and  an  unwillingness  to
integrate and accept them, and not on
fact. This is changing now. But it was
true until very recently.

Above    our    kibbutz    on    the

continued on next page
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beginnings  of the  hill-country  was
another Arab village, called Birwa. We
could see it from the kibbutz and from
the road leading east from Acre. No one
lived  there  any  more.  It  had  been
destroyed after, not during the '48 War.
When I asked why, I was told because it
was at a strategic point overhanging the
main road to Safed and because "there
had been snipers lurking there". I felt
uncomfortable about it, and I could see
others  did, too.  I wondered about the
people who'd lived there. But at least
our kibbutz had not been built on the
ruins  of an Arab  village,  which,  I
gradually leant,  others had, or if not
directly on top, the kibbutzniks would
happily have their Independence Day
picnics in countryside where blocks of
masonry still stuck up amid the young
trees, grasses and wild flowers - house-
graves,  tangible  reminders  of a past
occupancy.   It  was  not  till  I  was
researchingformynovel87ioke7387`z.c7ge
in the early nineties, that I discovered
just  how  many Arab  villages  were
deliberately destroyed after the War of
`48.Be;tweenthreeandf;ourhundred.I

wonder, had I asked the right questions
in the happy,  self-confident sixties, if
I'd have been told the truth. I wonder
how many Israeli Jews know this even
now. Or how many British Jews.

Well.  Blind  or not,  myth-fed  and
brainwashed or not, for eight and a half
years  I  lived  very  happily  in  the
kibbutz.   Perhaps   they   were   the
happiest, or at least the most exciting
and challenging,  years  of my  life.  I
married, I had my children. I discovered
a new career as a teacher.  I loved the
simple communal life, I rejoiced in its
values. I had my baptism of fire in 1967,
when, nine months' pregnant with my
second child, I refused to leave, despite
my mother's frantic pleas. Ah, what a
heroine. Apart  from  a couple  of lost
Syrian planes high-tailing for home and
ditching  a bomb  in  a nearby  field,  I
never heard a shot fired in anger. It was
over before  I  could  even  discover if
matemity cases could be afforded beds
among the wounded, for my second son
sat tight until his father was demobbed
and was born after it was all over.

I survived that war with my ideals -
yes,  I  will  call  them that - int.act.  I
wanted and expected the Arabs to make
peace with Israel after it and I thought
very much better times would come,
times  of co-operation  and prosperity
andmutualrespect.Iwouldgladlyhave
taken back the refugees - I wanted to.
Those  refugee  camps,  retained  by
neighbouring Arab  countries  to  be  a
pemianent rurming scourge with which
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Our eldest son, who
was born on the kibbutz
and raised there fior ftye
years, visited when he

was ten. He stood
rooted to a spot near

his old children's house
when i,t was time to
leave and had to be
physically dragged

away. He returned in
his maturity with his
new, Jewish wife and

lived in Jerasalen f;or a
year ~ 1996 I think it

was -while she studied.
What he experienced
theredismayedhim-
and me. It was not the
day-and-highihellish

noise Of raucous voices
and car-horns and
blasting radios (a

sighificantphenomeron,
in my opwion - a people

wholly oblivious to
noise is dead to other
sensibilides) and the
generally aggres sive
atmosphere, and it

certalndy was not the
periodic `alaruns and
excursions ' ins aparable

from living in Israel
that put kin off: It was

the racism.

tobeatlsrael,beatonme.Iofcourse,as
a non-Jew, never saw Israel as ideally
an    all-Jewish    country,    just    a
predominantly Jewish  country.  The
Jews  must maintain tLeir majority
status, or what had it all been about?
The  twisted  logic  involved  in  this
proposition only became clear to me
when the Conquered Territories were
annexed, de/zzcfo, and we had to deal
with a million more Arabs under our
authority, a poritical and demographic
problem that has never been and can
never be solved in any moral, never
mind democratic, way.

But when the ugly rumblings of the
Greaterlsraelmovement-of right-wing
extemism and rampant nationalism -
began only weeks after the end of the
war, I leamt -and it was a horrible shock
- that now they had their own country,
Jews could be as racist as anyone else. I
found   out  then,   and  have   since
confirmed, that it is not just the settlers
in Hebron who gaze out over the town
they have infiltrated and say, "Yes, it's
a lovely view. Pity it's full of Arabs."
There are very few Israeli Jews to whom
one  can  safely  address  the  question,
"Would you like to wake up tomorrow

moming and find that all the non-Jews
had   gone?"   The   nice   ones,   the
socialists,  the  campaigners  for peace
and rapprochement and equal rights,
will fudge the issue with cavils such as
"Well, if it could happen peacefully. . . "

Others look at you as if you are crazy
and  say,  "But  of course." The  right-
wing  `fascists'  as  they  came  to  be
known by their ideological opponents
not only want it but intend to achieve
it, by any means at all - they have a
word for it, a euphemism no less sinister
than  `ethnic  cleansing'.  The  word  is
`transfer'.   Very    few   -   artists,
cosmopolitans,      idealists,      who
appreciate what `the other' contributes
to the country's ethos, culture, cuisine,
language, tolerance levels have - or
had, it may have changed -no wish for
an Arab-free Israel,  even  cherish the
Arab element, or at least, what it was
like  in  earlier  days  before  the  right-
wingers took over.  I, personally, have
only ever found a few people like that.
Perhaps I've been unlucky.

At this point in time I would like to
claim that we made j/erz.c7cz in  1971  for
political reasons, because we foresaw
what was coming the minute a right-
winger  accused  Abba  Eban,  then
Foreign Minister, of treason -freczso77./
-  for expressing  a willingness  I  had
naivelythoughtwealltookforgranted,
to  return the  Occupied Territories  in
exchange for peace. Alas, it was mainly
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because of my insane desire to transfer
my children from the bucolic paradise
of the kibbutz children's houses to my
own  not  always  tender mercies.  We
didn't think it was permanent, but it
was.  In the  intervening years  I  have
returned for various periods, probably
twenty times.  Each time  I've written
about it in novels and articles, and as
time  has  gone  on,  the writings  have
become more and more uneasy, more
and more disturbed and distressed, and
less  and less  blinkered by patriotism
and devotion.

I have not been back now for four
years.  The tug that used to  draw me
every time there was a crisis the '73 war
saw me as an accredited correspondent
crossing the Sinai to Suez in a military
taxi, the Gulf war found me in a ` sealed
room' in Haifa muffled in a doubtless
lealry gas-mask has slackened. Now I
wring.my hands,  and indulge, from a
keep-your-skirts-out-of-the-mud
distance, in babyish scenarios of how I
could get an interview with Sharon and
shoot   him.   I've   been   indulging
periodically in these since 1982. I firmly
believe him to be a war criminal, and
he has qualified as  one not just since
Sabra  and  Chatilla,  when  he  was
officially  condemned  by  an  Israeli
commission of enquiry,  but  since the
Kibya massacre  in a raid he  led into
Jordan in 1954. He is certainly the worst
leader Israel has ever had, a disaster who

has brought disaster.
But sometimes I wonder if there is

not  a  dreadful  logic  to  his  being  in
power,  and  not  only  the  logic  of a
nation whose judgements are defomed
by  fear.  Democracies  get the  leaders
they    deserve.    Perhaps    what    is
happening now was bound to happen.
PerhapsthisisnotjustareactiontoArab
intransigence,  Palestinian  failure  to
seize opportunities. It might instead be
the  logic,  the  inevitable  dynamic  of
Israel's whole history.

The present `troubles' , to use an Irish
euphemism for something much worse
have set family members against each
other.  I believe this must be the  case
because alas, ours is not excluded. Our
eldest son, who was born on the kibbutz
and raised there for five years, visited
when he was ten. He stood rooted to a
spot near his old children's house when
it  was  time  to  leave  and  had  to  be
physically dragged away. He returned
in his  maturity with his  new,  Jewish
wife and lived in Jerusalem for a year -
1996 I think it was -while she studied.
What he  experienced there  dismayed
him - and me. It was not the day-and-
night hellish noise  of raucous voices
and  car-homs  and blasting radios  (a
significant   phenomenon,   in   my
opinion - a people wholly  oblivious
to noise is  dead to  other sensibilities)
and     the     generally     aggressive
atmosphere, and it certainly was not the

Adiel and Esztor in Jerusalem during their year there -1996
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periodic  `alarums  and  excursions'
inseparable  from living in Israel that
put him off. It was the racism.

Almost every first encounter with a
young  Israeli,  he  reported,  included,
early on, the question, "Are you a Jew?"
I was once asked this by an immigration
officer at Ben  Gurion Airport.  I  was
shocked to dumbness, but not for long
- I told her my race and religion were
none of her business. If my son answered
"Yes" as he sometimes did, he was at

once accepted. If he said "No", he was
not. It was as simple, and horrifying, as
that. Those who understood his actual
position and who liked him, pressured
him strongly to fulfil the destiny of his
birth,   and  make  cz/I.)/a,   including
conversion  of course.  He  came  away
withthefeelingthatmostlsraelisregard
any  non-Jew  as,  if not  an  enemy,
certainly as  an outsider, to be treated
with indifference,  often bordering  on
contempt, or outright hostility.

Personally1neverfoundthis,butmy
experience was of an earlier, less angry
era. I was regarded as mildly eccentric,
but welcome. Jews are supposed to love
Israel,  but  for a sfez.dscz,  a non  Jewish
woman, to do so confirmed to some that
it was objectively worth loving. I was
married, I had "sabra" children, I lived
in a kibbutz in the pre-Begin days when
kibbutzniks  were  respected  for their
disproportionate  contributions  to  the
country.  I  had  thrown  in  my  lot by
becoming a citizen. I'm not suggesting
that these  facts tempered what might
otherwise  have  been hostility,  veiled
or otherwise. I do think that the older
generation - mine and the one before it
- had a different outlook to those born
later into  a harsher,  more reactionary
climate  fostered by a siege mentality
and encouraged by right-wing leaders.
Racism was such a hated thing, people
almost fell over backward not to evince
it. Besides, the time was not yet when
there would be a large number of non-
Jews,  or  `doubtful'  Jews  such  as  the
Ethiopians   and   Russians,   not  to
mention  foreign workers,  residing  in
Israel and threatening the purity of the
Jewish    race.    Does    that    sound
frightening? It is. It's racism.

Anyway, to return to our falnily. Our
son went to  live in Hungary with his
wife the daughter of Jews who barely
escaped deportation at the end of world
War 2, and reacted with proper anger to
the anti-Semitic pronouncements of the
nationalistic  political  element  there.
But  it's  only  since  the  last round  of
`troubles'  in the Middle East that his

latest views about Israel have emerged.

continued on next page
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He sent me an email, to the effect that
the logic of the situation, right back at
the   beginning,   was   the   logic   of
Jabotinsky. Either the whole experiment
should have been aborted as soon as it
become clear that the Arabs would never
accept a Jewish state in their midst, or,
failing that,  which he acknowledged
might   have   demanded   too   much
prescience and intellectual detachment
among the founders, that those Arabs
within the borders of the state after 1948
should have been expelled en masse and
a 14;CZJ/ yes, a wall -well, there's talk now
of an electrified fence built to keep them
out. My son is the best-educated in our
family,andprobablythemostintelligent,
and this is what he seriously seems to
think. This, to us, is a measure ofwhat the
flawed, ambivalent, conflicted situation
of Israel has led him to conclude.

Before his recent visit to England, I
asked him to please keep off the subject
of Israel.  His  father and I  are  going
through a lot of anguish about it.  and
many reassessments. We do not really
need our son to tell us that our whole
involvement and the  convictions  that
have defined great swathes of our lives
were  all  a tragic mistake.  He  said he
understoodperfectly.But1thinkweboth
underestimated the stress that he himself
has been under, his overpowering need
to express his feelings, which is probably
inpossibleforhiminBudapest.Because
almostthemomenthewasinsidethedoor,
he started.

Whyhadwealwaysbeensopro-Israel
while he was growing up? Why had we
not given him a more balanced picture?
Why had he had to find out the negative
factsforhimself?Whyhad1putmybook
Letters to My Israeli Sons into his t\arLds
as a teenager -a history of the Jews for
young  readers  in  which,  while  not
denyingmypartisanship,Itriedveryhard
not to gloss over the less palatable facts
- and not other books, read later, and
coming as a terrible shock, telling it like
it really was?

Itoldhinthat1myselfhadonlyfound
out in the early seventies just how much I
had been deluded by the myths  and
distortions, how blindly I had sided with
onesideagainsttheotherandrejectedany
seriouscriticismoftheJewsoflsrael.Oh,I
had some  salutary shocks.  The Lavon
AffrirhappenedwaybackatthebeSnning
andthatshookmesomewhat,butitwasn't
enough to set up a serious balance in my
mind. I was in it up to my neck by then, I
loveditand1didn'twanttoleave.Myson
saysifithadbeenhim,h.ewouldhaveleft,
very.early on indeed. Would he? Really?
Who knows. He thinks he would. And he
criticises us for not.

I tried to relive it, to explain. I did not
need to explain the pull of the place, the
manyreasons1hadtoloveitandcommit
myself to it. What I needed to tell bin
was how late I woke from my dream. I
remember the very moment my eyes
began to be opened. It was when I read,
circa 1972, a book called ro Be ¢73 47itzb
I.77 Js7i¢e/.  I had absolutely never,  ever,
projected myself into the skin of such a
person. The shock of having to do so as
I read this poignant personal account of
rampant discrimination, was far more
terrible  than  anything  my  barely-
involved  son,  with  nothing  on  his
conscience, whose contribution to the
whole project of Israel was involuntary
and a matter of birth, could have felt..

But  thirty  years  later,  with  the
brutality of the young and certain, he
rounded on me because I unwarily let
fall the opinion that a Palestinian state is
necessary, not only for the Palestinians,
but "even more important" for the Jews.
Eve7? 772ore z.mporfcz;?f? So I thought Jews
773ore  z.7„porfcz7.Z  than  Palestinians?
PerhapsthataPalestinianlifewasof/ess
I.772porf¢73cethanaJewishlife?Imoumed
less when a Palestinian child was shot in
the  street than when a Jew died in a
terrorist attack? "Wait a minute! I have
#ever said "That's racism, Mum. Please
don't ever say such a thing in public, it
would be terrible if you did." Meaning
he would be ashamed of me. . . We stood
there, he at the bottom of the stairs and
me at the top, shouting at each other. I
was dof;ending myself. against a charge
Of racism by my own son who's lm!oi`wrL
me from birth. Who should know I've
been opposed to racism all my adult life.
That my whole adult life is JeLgzz.772o7€)/ to
my opposition to racism.

Ih7hat did it mean? Had this terrible
situation  done me  some  fundamental
damage?  Had the  events  of the past
twenty years since the massacre in Sabra
and  Shatilla when two  of my closest
expat Israeli  friends  turned  in their
passports and I did not - no. Twenty-
five  years,  since  the  accession  of
Menachem  Begin,  that  right-wing
demagogue whose rantings we used to
laugh at but which now terrified all
leftists? - no. Thirty-five years, since I
firstheardtheconqueredterritoriescalled
the liberated territories, and realised that
to many Israelis, land was a value more
important than people? Yes,  that was
when I  should have known.  That was
when there was no longer any excuse for
not knowing that the whole exciting,
heroic, necessary enterprise was flawed,
possibly even fatally.

But could it be true that in taking
sides  in this  quarrel,  I had become  a

racist by definition? Being pro-Israel
means being anti- its enemies. Caring
more for Jews than Palestinians. Surely
that's  how  it  is  with  any  cause
involving nations or people.  Perhaps,
therefore,  my  son wants me  to  stop
being  Israeli.  Professor  Leibowitz
again: "I am not on the sz.de of the Jews.
I  cz772  a  side."  He  wants  me  to  stop
believing  in  tbe  basic  precepts  of
Zionism,  or else to  consider them of
less   importance   than   an   honest
reassessment that  might throw  our
entire commitment to Israel out of the
window.

And believe me, in the past year or
two, since that fat bully strode onto the
Temple Mount and triggered this latest
round, I've considered it. But I can't.

In his autobiography, Arthur Miller
writes about the `b eleaguered, crumbling
orthodoxy, Marxism, after the second
world war within which, however,  a
certain feofy twffe  (my italics)  still  lay
cradied in whatever sublime confusion.'
To me, the  `holy truth',  still valid and
pure, that lies at the troubled heart of my
Zionism,  is  what  my  husband  left
Liverpool  for  in  1947  and  went  to
Palestine to fight for:  a country for the
Jews. The tragedy is, not that they chose
Palestine,  but that it  chose them,  its
ancient commandments luring them on
and inspiring them - it couldn't have
happened in any other spot on the globe.
Though I reject the Bible as a warrant, I
recognise that, and must respect it, and
it rouses up all the old feelings in me to
contemplate the Israeli Jews - with all
that having their own country has done,
for them and to  them - once  again
slaughtered and scattered,  once  again
reduced to nationless wanderers. But that
is not, when it comes right down to it,
the hardest thing for me to contemplate.

VThch is?
Irenemberthewordsofoneofthemost

decent men I've known,  a veteran,  a
kibbutzni]¢ a father and grandfather, an
cz7tisz, who once said these terrible words
to me: `There'll be wars without end, and
we'11 fight them on the battlefield and in
the forums ofthe world, and they'll go on
until our enemies take us feere." He laid
his open hand against his throat.  "And
then we'n go out with the biggest bang
this world has ever seen."

And that is my greatest terror.  For
then  it wouldn't be  a  matter  of an
aching conscience or of turning in my
passport.  It would be  a  question  of
whether I would want to go on living I

LYNNE  REID  BANKS  I.s  oJce  o/ Brz./cz!.#'s
most  acclaimed  novelists   and  writers   of
children's   books.   She   is   married   to   the
sculptor  Chain  Stephenson.
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David Meyer

RABBI        NAHMAN        OF
Bratslav  is  reported  to  have
once waned.. CCDo not ask your

direction from someone who lonows it,
you might not have the chance to get
/osf o;7 Zfee wcz)/". An important part of
life  is,  indeed,  getting lost  along the
way and,  in  so  doing,  uncovering  or
discovering the unexpected.  Looking
at the  last few years  of my  life  and
experiences as a rabbi, I feel very much
that I have followed the advice of Rabbi
Nahman   and   in   so   doing,   have
discovered a world of diversity.

THE ®ULF
WHICH EUROSTAR

CANNOT BRIDGE
I  grew  up  in France  and there  I

received a Jewish education based on
the values of the ` Synagogue Liberale'
in Paris. After a few years in Israel to
research and complete a Masters degree
from a French university,  I moved to
London to begin rabbinical  studies  at
the Leo Baeck College. After serving
as  an  assistant  to  Rabbi  Charles
Emanuel at the North Western Refomi
Synagogue, Golders Green during my
time of study, I moved to Belgium. For
a little over five years, I served as the
Rabbi   of  the   only  non-orthodox
community  in  that  country.  More
recently,  I  have joined  the  Reform
Synagogues  of Great Britain (RSGB)
and culTently serve as the Rabbi of the
Brighton  and Hove New  Synagogue.

From France to Israel, from Israel to the
United  Kingdom;  from  the  United
KingdomtoBelgiumandfromBelgium
back  to  Britain  -  certainly  not  a
predictablejoumey.  I did wander and I
did get lost along the way and precisely
this  serendipitous path has  given me
the    wonderful    opportunity    to
experience the  diversity  of Reform
Judaism  in  Europe  and  better  to
understand the  scope  and variety  of
what constitutes today the make up of
Reform Judaism. In what ways are the
communities in France, Belgium and
England similar? And in what ways do
they  differ?  In what ways  are  they
united by a common Jewish religious
and cultural background and in what
ways do they differ due to the influence
of their external environment and non-
Jewish surroundings? To compare these
communities, but not judge them, to
state my observations but not cloud
them with my own personal bias, such
is my intention.

The  first  impression  I  got  from
moving between synagogues in Paris,
London  and  Brussels  is  that  the
differences     far     outweigh     the
similarities. Though the Eurostar train
may  link us  all  in but  a  few  hours
journey,  we  are  still  separated  by
several  cultural  time  zones.  A  first
example is how they define "Who is a
Jew" This differs greatly - even within
the Reform movement -across the three
countries. A  second  example  can be
found in the  shape  and style  of the
services.  When  I  first  came  to  the
United Kingdom,  I could not find in
the  services  and  prayers  familiar
territory or colrmion ground to  those
experienced  in  France.  It took  some
time   to   adapt,   to   learn   and   to
understand.  That  same  feeling  of
unfamiliarity was there again when I
arrived in Brussels. Not only was this
not silnilar to the United Kingdom, but
it could not be compared to France. No
common ground appeared to bind the
services of these communities together.
Beyond these easily visible differences,
it  is  on the religious,  historical  and
philosophical differences that I saw real
diversity and on these differences that
I  would  like  to  concentrate.  I  have
identified three main areas that, while
impacting on all of us, also show why
we have so many differences and why
we can talk of a diversity of cultures
and traditions.

One   cannot  talk   of  European
Judaism,  indeed,  one  cannot talk  of
contemporary    Judaism    without
understanding how the Holocaust has
shaped our communities in a permanent
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way. Though it has touched all of our
comlnunities, it would be both wrong
to believe that all Jews in Europe relate
to  the  Shoah  in  a  similar manner.  To
begin with France, French Jewry counts
70%  of its  population as  Sephardim,
principally  of North African  origin.
These Jews did not suffer the traumas
of the holocaust period in Europe, and
do not bear the physical and emotional
scars of that time. For the most part they
have  remained  untouched  by  this
period  in  our  history.  By  contrast,
living alongside the largely Sephardic
population, we also find in France the
remnants  of the  original Ashkenazi
community. These Jews could not have
been more  affected  during the  war.
Many were murdered by the Nazis and
all were betrayed by a country that, 150
years    earlier,    had    given    them
citizenship and equal rights.

As  such,  it  is  not  surprising  that
the Holocaust has become, in France,
a       source       of      division      and
incomprehension within these two very
different  components  of the  Jewish
Community. The Shoah is not, for the
French Jewish community,  a shared
historical experience.

Belgium  has  about  twenty  five
thousand Jews,  and the vast majority
are of Ashkenazi background.  In one
way or another, those Jews who are in
Belgiuln today are either survivors or
descendants of survivors. Whether they
survived the camps or were hidden by
their  Christian neighbours,  I  cannot
think of one Jewish Belgian family that
did not have an unbelievable story of
pain    and    loss.    This    has    great
consequences for the emotional Jewish
landscape of Belgiuln. We see this in
the Yom Hashoah service, which brings
more people to the Shul than on Rosh
Hashanah andYom Kippur. Religiously
and educationally,  the Belgium Jews
are suffering from the "missing link"
in the Shalshelet Hakabalah, I:ke chain
of   tradition.    No    tradition   was
communicated  during  these  terrible
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years.  Not  only  did  a  generation  of
people disappear but the transmission
and knowledge of Judaism that would
normally  have  been  passed  by  this
generation  to  their  children  was
destroyed.  Consequently,  Jews  in
Belgiuln are today trying to recomect
to  their Jewish roots,  but have  little
knowledge  of  the  traditions  that
usually  constitute part  of a religious
identity. So in Belgium Judaism is more
of an  emotional  experience  than the
fulfilment of a Jewish way of life passed
on  from parents  to  children.  As  for
English Jews, they appear somewhere
outside  of either France  or Belgiuln.
Most English Jews are not survivors or
children of survivors of the Holocaust.
The majority did not live the Shoah in
their "flesh" as either the Ashkenazim
in France or the Belgians have and yet
they  do  have  roots  cormecting  them
strongly with Eastern European Jewish
History.         Consequently,         the
understanding of the Holocaust and the
way  one relates  to  it are  different in
Britain - somehow more detached and
more   distant   than   what   I   have
experienced  on  the  continent.  This
rational  approach does  often  surprise
me.

We are all citizens of our respective
countries.  French  Jews  are  French,
Belgium  Jews,  Belgian  and  English
Jews, are, well, very British. Yet, if we
share this common link to the state in
which we  live,  I have  found that the
way our three communities relate to the
State is very different from one to the
other.  As  an  independent  nation,
Belgium  is  a relatively new  country.
Formed  in  the   aftermath  of  the
Napoleonic  wars,  the  relationship
between the Jewish population and the
state  is  governed by a central  Jewish
authority   called   I,e   Co#sz.sfoz.re.
However,  Belgium is  also  a kingdom
that knows no real separation between
the State and the Church. As a Rabbi or

cohiinued on next page
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indeed any clergy member in Belgium,
one   is   paid  by  the   state   and   is
considered as a cz.vz7 ,servo7if under the
Ministry  of  Justice.  As  a  logical
extension of this merging of State and
Church,  a  synagogue,  as  a religious
entity, receives money from the  State
for the running of its daily affairs.

In France the  differences  between
State  and  Church  could not be more
radically   different.   The   French
Republican tradition clearly separates
in a very formal manner religion from
the practice of power - that is to  say
that  State and Church are very much
apart. With this stress on secularity, a
French synagogue would not and could
not be funded out of state money. This
idea of either separation or merging of
State and Church undoubtedly has an
effect on the members of the respective
Jewish communities and the way they
relate to the state in which they live. It
would not be untrue to say that Belgian
Jews  expect the  state  to  provide  for
them and as such,  certain issues such
as  membership  fees  are  difficult to
instigate  as  a  member  would  have
difficulty understanding why they and
not the State should support the Jewish
community. French Jews, on the other
hand,  have leamed not to rely on the
state to provide for them. Religion is a
private  affair  and  the  feeling  of
communal  responsibility  towards
ensuring    the    survival    of    that
community is more present.

History has also made French Jews
uncomfortable  with  regards  to  a
national authority as no one can forget
that  it  was  the  French  police  that
rounded up the Jews during the war to
send  them  to  their  deaths.  As  for
England, it does appear to me that the
relationship of the Jews to this country
is a deeper and more stable one. Having
been  at  peace  with  their  governing
power  for  generations,  the  Jews  in
England are more part of the national
life  and  more  sharing  of historical
references  than  the  communities  in
either France or Belgium. The very fact
that  England,  unlike  France  and
Belgiuln, fought Hitler has, I believe,
helped British Jews feel more at home
with their compatriots and their country
and therefore more comfortable with the
relationship  that  they  have  to  the
governing  bodies  of the  State.  In
practice, this is translated into .a greater
involvement  of British  Jewry  in  the
political,  social  and  ethical  life  and
landscape  of the nation,  as  compared
to either France or Belgium.

My last look is at the very idea of
Reform Judaism or "Judaisme Liberal"
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as it is called on the continent. Though
we may all belong to the same loosely
constructed  family,  the  content  and
shape of what constitutes the Reform
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change.
movement differs greatly. It cannot

be   forgotten  that  in  France   and
Belgium,   the   Reform  movement
represents less than  1% of the Jewish
community - the  significance  of this
can  be  argued  but  the  facts  and
percentages cannot. Reform Judaism on
the continent is what we could call an
"insignificant"     minority     when

compared to the Orthodox movements.

Against that in England, the Refomi
affiliation  represents  a  significant
percentageofsynagoguemembership.
Why? Jews of France and Belgium are
what we  could call  "Cczffeo/i.c Jews".
This term implies those Jews living in
countries  where  Catholicism  is  the
norm  and  with  their  populations
having    limited    knowledge    of
Scripture,  these  countries  have  also
not known any religious reformation
in  the  Church.  By  contrast,  British
Jews  are  "Profesfcz7£f Jews",  living
among refomers of the Church and
used  to  an  environment that  more
readily  accepts  criticism,  debate  and
change.  This  tendency  to  push  the
barriers,  to  change,  to  "reform"  is
therefore more natural and acceptable
in Britain than in France or Belgium.

This is not the only reason for the
lack  of prevalence  of tbe  Reform
Movement in France  or Belgium.  It
needs to be stressed that being part of
an "insignificant" minority is a difficult
experienceforFrenchandBelgianJews.
The pressure of orthodoxy is immense
and it is the  accepted mom. As  such
most  Jews  belonging  to  a  Reform
Synagogue are there by necessity and
not by  choice.  Whether it is  for the
purpose of a conversion, the result of a
mixed marriage or some other halakhic
issue  that  is  not  accepted  by  the
Orthodox norm, it is the necessity of a
given situation that drives these Jews
to   join   the   Reform   movement.
Interesting    and    perhaps    as    a
consequence   of  a   push   to   gain
credibility,  the  shape  of services  and
prayers in French and Belgium Reform
Synagogues is  as  close to  Orthodoxy
as is possible. Looking back now at my
five years in Brussels, the differences
are even more striking. In Britain this
critical  approach  to  looking  at  our
surroundings  and  in  turn at  certain
aspects  of our tradition has  led  to  a
significant proportion of Jews j oining
Reform synagogues. Being part of the
Reforln Movement in England is not
predominantly a question of necessity.
Rather,   it   is   a   choice  based   on
convictions and a deep understanding
of what it means to be part of such a
movement. As a result, in England we
find a greater freedom of stmcture in
the  services  and in the  liturgy  and  a
desire to reshape  our understandings
and traditions  to  reflect  a  changing
environment:   unheard  of  on  the
continent I

RABBI DAVID MEYER,  a gradz{a/e o/I,eo
Baeck  College,  is  the  rabbi  Of Brighton  Nevi
Synagogue.
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DEAR SHERRI,  DEAR LINDA...
Ecirlier this year, the producer of BBC Radi,o 4 's Sunday

Programme cane up with the idea Of two Jewish women, one from
Israel and one from Britcin, exchanging e-malls about preparing for the

Passover Seder. They chose Sherri Mandell and Linda Bayfield. Sherri lives in
Tekoa and swffdred the most terrible blow when her son,

K!oby, was murdered by terrorists and his body was hidden in a cave. Linda is
the recently retired Head Tleacher Of Akiva School in Finchley, London,

the first Progressive Jewish Primatry School in Britain.
The plan was f;or each woman to record their e-mail

exchange and f;or them to be broadcast on March 31S',
thefourthdc;yOfP;sachandEasterDay.OntheWednesday

evening, the first night Of Passover, the Seder at the Park
Hotel in Netanya was bombed. Not long c[fterwards the Queen

Mother died and the ite]n was cut from the schedule Of
the Sunday Programme to make space fior the Queen Mother.

We thought MARTNIA readers might be ihierested in
the e-mail exchange that was never broadcast.

th
Dear Sherri,

It feels both strange and natural to
be writing to you after hearing your
husband speak in London last October.
I've been thinking about you a lot and
wondering    how    you're    coping.
Preparing for Passover is very different
for us both this year. We could replace
the  first  question  at the  Seder with
"why is this Pesach different from every

other?"
My own preparations used to come

after  all those  I had to  make  for the
school  of which  I  was  head-teacher.
Home is now the focus of my attention
as  cancer  led  to  my  retirement  last
summer. I do miss seeing the children's
excitement and hearing them  singing
all the Passover melodies.

The timing of the festival is strange
too this year. My elder daughter and I
did our huge shop trying to protect her
baby and all our boxes of mczJzoZ, etc,
from the driving wind and pouring rain
whilst loading them into the car.

I pray that this festival of freedom
brings  freedom from  fear to  all  the
peoples of the Holy Land.

Warmest wishes
Linda
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Sherri Mandell and
LindaBayfield

¥dr  J'EL¥
Passoverforusisbittersweet.Living

in Israel means that as  I prepare for
Passover I feel that I am not alone. I am
preparingwiththewholecountryaswe
clean  out  the  fecz77zefz,  the  leavened
material,  from our houses  and,  also,
from  our  souls.  It's  crazy that  the
preparationforahofidayaboutfreedon
centres around cleaning. But as I clean,
I  see  that  cleaning  is  about  going
behind  and  under,   exposing  the
underbelly of our suroundings. We see
what we don't usually see.

I think that we prepare for freedom
by seeing what is not ordinarily seen.
On ,seder nisht, we make a blessing on
the bitter herb. On every other day, we
don't bless the bitter. But on Passover,
in blessing the bitter, we say that even
the bitter can be redeemed.

We  are  living through  a  time  of
almost Biblical suffering. When we sit
at home or drive on the road or go to a
cafe, we are targets for terror. As you
know, my own son was killed by terror
when he went hiking near our home.

I hope that this Passover,  God can
help us redeem the bitter and that all of
our suffering can lead us toward greater
freedom and understanding of God. Do
you find that because you have cancer,
you have  a different insight into the
way  that  slavery  and  freedom  are
intertwined in the Passover story? Who
will be at your Seder? Do you leave the
door open for Elijah?

Shalom'
Sherri
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Dear Sherri,
Funnily enough I feel my illness has

actually  set me  free to  spend my life
doing things I want to do with the people
I love most. I always used to feel such a
huge sense of duty which was quite a
burden at times. Also it's wonderful to
have the time to enjoy the preparations
withoutbeingstressedandexhausted.So,
in a way, my cancer both binds me and
frees me just like Passover freed the
children of Israel from Egypt and bound
them  to  the  Torah.  The  news  this
afternoon was terrible. How sad that some
people obviously don't want peace.

We  will  be  24  at  our  Sede7~.  The
children love  to be the  ones  to  open
the door for Elijah -how badly we need
that time of hamiony and peace now.

Love

Jnda k r
Dear Linda,

I  know  what  you  mean  about
enjoyingtheholidaynowmorebecause
you have more time to do so. You say
your illness both binds you and frees
you. I feel the same way. My son's death
imprisons me in mouming and grief and
suffering, yet at the same time, it allows
me to enter my experience more fully.
It's the  first time that I have  enjoyed
the Passover preparations to this extent.
Somehow  ordering  and  dusting  and
cleaning  and  cooking,  banal  tasks,
seem to be infused with life, ordinary
life which has been made more precious
to  me.  I  hang  on  to  the  most  daily
routines as a lifeline.

The suffering and pain, though, can
overwhelm  and  crush.  Yesterday's
suicide  bombing  in  the  centre  of
Jerusalem, for example. I was on that
block the day before the bombing. We
are being killed indiscriminately.  We
are being killed because we are Jews.
The extent of the terrorism here is a story
of Biblical  proportions.  We  can't
endure being killed like this, day after
day, and yet we continue on.

Sounds like you'll have a full house
for the sede7.. We are going to friends.
It's too painful to be home. We will miss
our son too much. He loved the sec7er.
He  prepared  for it  by  leaning  and
would answer all of our questions and
also ask us questions. He had a brilliant,
inquisitive mind. When I open the door
for Elijah I will really be opening it for
Koby,   hoping   against   hope   that
somehow he will return and drink the

cup of Elijah's wine and in the moming
I will find Koby sitting there waiting
forme.

With hope,
Sherri

Dear Sherri,
Theenormityofyoursufferingmakes

me feel very humble. No parent could
imagine anything more terrible or more
unnatural. Koby must have been such a
special boy. One is always so conscious
of who is not at the Seder table however
many are in fact present. I still miss my
father's  inimitable rendering  of cfe¢d
grzdyc  and my  mother's  out-of-this-
world  fr7eez.d/czcfe  and  chicken  soup
which she always brought to our seder.
Literally on her deathbed, five years ago,
she `phoned a caterer to ensure we still
had it on the menu without my having
more work to do.  She died two weeks
before the seder and we could hardiy
bring ourselves to eat the result. of her
last living act of love.

Your  letters  have  quickly become
very inportant to me,

Much  love
Linda

EI  E=E]
Dear Linda

Thanks for your email and sharing
your memories  of your mother.  I  am
trying  to  change  the  rhythm  of the
holidays so that I am less conscious of
Koby not being here. That's why we're
going away before the sec7er this year
for a few days, something we ordinarily
would never do. I'd be preparing up to
the last minute. But this year, Iforced
myself to get ready early so we could
go away. I am trying to pave a new path
with my family. It's not easy.

I wish I could know more about your
illness  and how you  are  coping.  I'm
glad you are surrounded by family.

The  Hebrew  month  of Nissan  is
close to the root of the Hebrew word
bud. This time of year is painful for me,
with all of the new life. Nature seems
so indifferent to our suffering. but this
time of year also draws me to it, making
me want to  look closer at the world,
listen to the birds, notice the sunshine
on my page as I read outdoors.

Passover is about redemption, about
bringing healing to the world. We are
so  far from peace.  We  feel besieged,

continued on next page
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attacked, misunderstood. We feel like
slaves to the "7"a/zczv," the situation as
we call it here. What it really is is a war.

Every day we are being slaughtered.
Every  day somebody is  in pain here,
the same depth of pain I feel over Koby.
WecanonlypraythatthisPassoverwill
bring us relief from our pain.

One meaning of Pesach: the mouth
speaks.  Speech can be holy; it can be
used to  see God in the world.  I hope
that with our e-mails we have moved a
step in that direction.

Chag  Kasher  t+nd  Sameach,  A
Kosher and Happy Passover.

Please  let  me  know how  you're
feeling and how your seder was.

Fondly,
Sherri

®

Dear Sherri,
The day bas finally come and after

all the shopping, cooking, and cleaning
what a great feeling of satisfaction. Now
I can look forward to our seder.

While I was cleaning out my food
cupboards  I  did wonder what would
happen to all those out of date tins and
ends of packets if I did not have Pesach!
They would lurk in dark comers  for
ages.  For  many  years  now  a  fecz772elz
collection has been made at the

E=+*
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headquarters of the Reform Synagogues
of Great  Britain to  distribute  to  the
homeless, so I am positively delighted
to clear my cupboards of all the foods
we can't eat this week.

I  shall  think  of you  especially
tonight when we read the tenth plague
- the death of the first born children.
Thousands  of years later children are
still being  sacrificed  in the  name  of
freedom. How many children on both
sides will have to lose their lives before
a  solution  is  found?  Vthen we recite
"Next year in Jerusalem" at the end of
the seder we shall all be praying for a
Jerusalem at peace and I shall also be
praying that in our home next year all
my family and friends will once again
be gathered and that I shall feel as well
as I do today.

Chag Sameach
Love
Linda
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Nature
seems so

Dear Linda,
OurSederwasfulloflifeandenergy'

We went to  friends who have  7  kids.
The  older kids  acted out parts  of the
Seder, for example, carrying bricks to
simulate  the  slavery  of the  Jews  in
Egypt.  We were  light hearts  feeling
safe, feeling a sort of liberation. Cut off
from the media, we had a reprieve from
the events occurring around us.*

indif ferehi to our
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But  the  next  day  we  heard  the
terrible  news,  the  slaughter  at  the
Passover Seder in Netanya. 20 killed,
scores  wounded  The  depravity  of
killing at a boly festival, the insanity
of being killed on the very richt that
God tells us will be a night of safety for
uS.

This moming I heard Yasser Arafat
on the radio saying that he wants to die
as a martyr for his cause. We Jews don't
want to die as martyrs. Our religion is
about life. So in the midst of great pain
and suffering, we go on, we refuse to
give in to the forces of darkness. I get
upandcookmykidseggswithketchup,
make 772czzza% pizza, and try to believe
in God's goodness, that He will bring
us to healing, to redemption, to peace.

Last night we had a terrible stomi
that woke me and my son in the middle
of the night. The winds and rain were
ferocious. I feel that God is telling us
thatevenHeisangrywithhowweJews
are being slaughtered.

I can't imagine a solution though I
know eventually we will go back to
leading normal lives. Right now, we 're
afraid to go out to a cafe, a movie, or a
mall. We're afraid to  drive  and we're
afraid to stay home.

But we will not let Arafat and those
who have come to murder us  in this
generation be victorious. God promises
us that we will be saved and I have to
have faith, because to go through this
catastrophe without faith, would mean
that all of our suffering is for nothing. I
believe that God's plan is greater than
our comprehension.

Hope your Seder was meaningful.
Feel good and keep writing.

Fondly
Sherri .
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Do contact us.
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Ruth Green,  Mazal Toy

28 St |ohn's Wood Road
London NW8 7HA

020-7289 8591
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QUHEN ANNE'S BOUNTY
is no more, for this fund established by Queen Anne

in 1704 for the relief of the poorer clergy of the Church of
England was merged with the Ecclesiastical

Commission in 1948 to form the
Church Commissioners.

But the street which proudly bears her name lives on,
vigorously. There are accountants, architects,

solicitors, and surveyors all practising their professions,
all anxious to serve their clients and to maintain the

high standards which have come to be associated with
this well-preserved, dignified part of Georgian London.

We have practised here since 1951, offering clients
busines s management, investment guidance and

specialised tax advice, in addition to the more
conventional accounting and auditing services.

As the years go by the scope of our work widens,
and the calls for our professional help increase,
reflecting the fiscal complexities of the times:

but the results remain mutually rewarding.

LEVIS GOLDHN & C0
Choutered Accountants and Registered Auditors
40 QUEEN ANNE STREET, LONDON WIM 0EL

TELEPHONE: 020 7580 7313
FAcsll\nLE: 020 7580 2179

EMAIL : FCA@Lewis-Golden.Co.uk
Neil Benson FCA    Andrew Moss ACA
David Edwards ACA    Graham Kinch

Bogod Group plc
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HLICA COOKER HOODS
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Why dg we
get .so many

encofres?

For seventy years, customers ha.ve been applauding

Grahams'  performance. .

We offer the finest a.udio and visual technology,

with intelligent,  informed and friendly sta.ff. Our listening

rooms are air-conditioned and we have our own car park.

Most of our customers come back many times,

sometimes to add to their equipment, sometimes just for a

good music recommendation and a chat.

They value the service that we offer. We value them.

phone 020 7226 5500

"One of the five

best hi-fi shops
im this world"
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INSTALLATION
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DESIGN

Grahams Hi-Fi, Canonbury Yard,190a New North Poad, London Nl  7SB Tel: 020 7226 5500 Fax: 020 7359 7620
Email:enq@grahams.co.uk    http://www.grahams.co.uk

Grahams Hi-Fi is a member of BADA and CEDIA
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ISRAEL'S
GENDER PROBLEM

DeborahKahn-Harris

LAST   AUGUST   I   LEFT
London for Jerusalem, arriving
two  days before the terrorist

attack on the Sbarro restaurant at the
comerofKingGeorgeandJalfaStreets.
Itwasmyfirstexperienceoflivingwith
terror. Many others soon followed.

The first time I realized that I was
masteringmodeinHebrewwasafterthe
terrorist attack in Ben Yehudin Street
in December when I turned on the
Israeli news and realized that I could
translate most it for my father-in-law
who  was  watching  with  me.  My
husband and sister-in-law were about a
blockawayfromtheattack,1eavingmy
father-in-1awandmewatchingthenews
until they managed to return home
safely. It was a terrifying night.

The terrorist attacks on their own
have   made   living   in   Jerusalem
difficult. Harder still are the moral and
ethical quandaries that these attacks
embody. How should the Israeli state
behavetowardsPalestinians,boththose
who are citizens oflsrael and those who
are not, knowing that anyone of them
might be a potential suicide bomber or
an innocent civilian? The effect these
sorts of quandaries are having on the
Israeli     national     psyche,     both
emotionallyandmorally,iserodingthe
very soul oflsrael. It has been a terrible
process to live through.

While  in Jerusalem I have  spent
some of my time teaching and some of
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my time searching for the analytical
tools  to  explain,  for  myself,  the
situation in which Israel finds herself.
Finding those tools  and the answers
they might provide has been arduous
and often elusive.  I have,  however,
found some answers in looking closely
at the text of Genesis  1:26-7. Perhaps
thisplacewasastrangeonefromwhich
to start. But for me as a rabbi, it has
provided some answers at a time when
few were available.

Genesis 1:27 reads:
Wdyivraelchinct-ha'adrmb'tsalmo

b'tselem  elohim  bara  oto  zachar
u'nekeva bara otcan.

God created the human being in His
inage, in the image of God He created
it, male and female He created them. i

Looking  closely  at the text both
semantically  and grammatically,  I
believe the verse  divides  into three
clear sections:
A. Vayivra     elohim     et-ha'adam

b,tsalmo
T3. b'tselem elohim bara oto
C. zachar u'nekeva bara otc[m

Studying the relationship between
these three sections will help clarify the
verse's meaning.

Sections A and 8 appear to say the
same thing,  employing  extremely
sindar language.
A God created the human being

in His image
8. h the image of God He created it

Note the repetition oflanguage: God
(elohim),orca:ted(vayivra,bara),3rrm,ge
(tsczJ7#o,}s'eJe"),themarkerofthedirect
object in reference to the human being
(ef-%cz 'czd¢7#, ofo). A basic principal of
rabbinic hermeneutics is that nothing
superfluous exists in the Bible, so why
does the text appear to repeat itself
here? One answer could be that it does
so for the salce of clarity. In section A,
thequestioninwhoseimagethehuman
being is  created is not clear.  Is the
human being created in God's image or
in the  image .of the human being?
Grammatically this  question is valid
and   so,    the   text   clarifiesG  any
misunderstanding for the reader by
stating clearly in section 8 that the
humanbeingiscreatedinGod'sinage.

What then is the relationship  of
sections 8 and C? Again a question of
clarity  arises:  What  exactly is  `the
image of God'? Section C answers that
question.

The language of sections 8 and C is
close. The last two words are, for all
intents and purposes, the same.2 Given
that, one could argue a relationship of
meaningexistsbetweenthefirstphrase
of eaLch section,  b'tselem elohim  and
zczcfeczr  c{'7ee#evcz.  I  would  suggest  a
relationship  like  Z) '£#eJe7„  eJofez.773  =
zczchczr ef '7eefev¢. If that relationship is
accepted, then one might posit that, in
this case, the meaning of `the image of
God' is related in some way to gender.
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I am not suggesting that `the image
ofGod'isreducibletophysicalgender.
Instead I am suggesting that `the image
of God' is, in this instance, a reference
to the complex ways in which every
human being  experiences  gender -
emotional,  social,  psychological.,
physical. I would further suggest that
the `Z}' in Z7 'fgeJer# be not translated as
is usual as  `in,`' but rather as  `with.' I
suggestthistranslationbecauseitcould
mean    that     God    removed    an
infinitesimally small portion of God's
ownselfandusedthatporfrontocreate
humanity. We,  as humans, therefore
possesswithinusasmallportionofthe
divine and we experience that portion
as our own sense of genderedness.

Now consider Genesis 1:26:
Vdyomer  elohim  na'aseh  adam

b'tsalmeinu kid'muteinu veyirdu
vid'gat  hayam  uvof hashamayim
avabehei:mahu'vlchol-ha'arctzu'vlchol
hare;I'nes haromeis al-ha' arctz:

God said,  "Let us make a human
being in our image according to  our
likenessandtheywillruleoverthefish
of the sea and the birds of the skies and
the beasts and all the earth and all the
creeping things which creep  on the
earth."

Severalquestionsarisefromreading
this verse:
1 .  What is the difference between /SeJez#

cmd demit2
2. Why is the preposition `Z}' used with

Z#eJe7„  whereas  `fr'  is  used with
demuti.

3.  Why is the verb 7ecz 'as'efe in the first
person plural?

4. Why is the suffix `7ecj' denoting the
first person plural  appended to
tselem and demuti

5. Why  is  the  verb  1;e];i.7.d#  in  the
plural?
Structurally most commentators

have  seen  a  relationship  between
b 'tsalmeinu aLrrd kid 'muteinu. These
two words seem to be reflecting each
other in some way. But I do not believe
that the text is merely repeating itself
as a stress. To begin, as question 2 frotes,
different prepositions  are used with
each of these words. If the words mean
the   same   thing   or   are   merely
explanations  of each other, then why
apply different prepositions?

My   suggestion  is   as   follows:
Reading a '}fa!J7„ez.7£# from verse 27, I
wouldagalpsuggestameaningof`with
our genderedness.'  To define de773c/i, I
wouldlookmorecloselyatthemeaning
of the root dczJed 7„e7#  feey.  This root
can mean to be like or resemble in the
goJform,butinthepz.eJtherootmeans
to  liken,  compare,  imagine,  fomi an
idea, think, devise, intend3. This noun

form is not derived from a particular
form of the verb, but rather from the
rootitself.Hence,asuggestedmeaning
of `iutention' or `imagination' seems to
me  plausible.  I would,  therefore,
suggest  a trarislation for fe.d '7„#fez.7€#
of   `according   to   our   intention/
imagination.'

As for questions 3 and 4, which both
deal with the problematic issue of God
speaking   in   the   plural,    many
commentators have suggested answers.
Both the  Midrash  and the  Targum
indicate that God was speaking to the
angels. Ibn Ezra, Ramban and Bachya
advocate the position that God was
addressing the rest of creation. The Or
Chayyim   writes   that   God   was
employing the  `royal We.'  I would
proposethatGodwasaddressingGod's
self in the process  of creation.  God
speaking here is about to give up a part
of God's own self to create humanity;
God is becoming humanity's parents.

TWomen were seen
as tough

businesspersons and
inen were seen as
ef fate scholars.

TWomen engaged in
hard labour around
the home and in the

fields. Men sat inside
and studied, leaving
them less pkysically

strong.

Finally, question 5 asks why veyz.rdc{
is  in the plural.  The  only  semantic
sut]ject of this verb in the verse must
be  czdcz7„,  a  singular noun.  I propose,
therefore,  that  a!dcz7#  be  read  as  a
collective noun, `hunanity,' to account
for the plurality of the verb. I would
like to offer one other, more Mdrashic
reading  of the verb.  The Masoretic
pointing of this verb assumes this verb
isfromtheroot)/cfdres7zdczJed,whereas
I would like to purposely misread its

• root as 7teSfe vav dczJed. Both readings

are possible by vocalising the verb
differently.  But the  meanings  are
worlds apart. The normative reading is
`theywillruleover.'Myreadingwould
mean `they will wander among.' h the
normative reading human beings have

dominionovertheworld4.hmyversion
human  beings   do   not   dominate
anything, but roam through the world.

So my proposed reading of verses
26-7 together would read as follows:

26:  God  said,  "  Let  us  create
humanity with our gendered-ness,
according to  our  imagination/our
intention,  and they will rule  over
(wander among) the fish ofthe sea, etc."

27: God created the humanity with
His/Her   genderedness,   with   the
genderedness of God SAle created him/
her,  masculine  and feminine  S/He
Created them.5

These    verses    highlight.  the
importance of gender and domination
in human  creation and lead to  the
question: Why are discourses of gender
and  domination  so  crucial  to  our
thinking?

Daniel   Boyarin,   in   his   book
Unheroic  Conduct:  The  Rise  of
Heterosexuality and the Invention of
the Jewish Man, quotes from a letter
that Freud wrote to a Jewish fijend who
was expecting a child:

"I . . . would like to take it that z7Zfee

child turned out to be a boy he will
develap into a stalwart Zionist, and if
a girl, she wi,Il speakf tor herself :'6

A strange comment - what is the
relationship between Zionism and
gender being alluded to in this letter?
Boyarinsaysthatwhatisbeingalluded
to here and in other places in Freud's
writing is that for Freud "the Zionist is
gendered male." Boyarin makes  a
strong case that not only for Freud, but
equallyforHeral,Zionismrapresentsa
response to the traditional inage of the
male, shtetl Jew as weals studious and,
most of all, effeminate. The Zionist Jew
is anything but. The Zionist Jew is a
male,  masculine,  testosterone-filled
warrior/soldier. According to Boyarin,
Herzlian Zionism is coded as male.

Again, according to Boyarin, in the
medievalworldtheJewishmaleaspired
to be  a  scholar. A man who  was  a
common labourer was looked down
upon in the Jewish world.  In fact,
whereas in most of the medieval world
women were confined to home, in the
Jewish world women were largely the
onesengagedinbusinessandcommerce
outside of the home, in order to ensure
that Jewish men had time to study. This
situation led to the peculiar problem
of the Jewish community where the
`traditional' gender roles were reversed
-   women   were   seen   as   tough
businesspersons and men were seen as
effetescholars.Womenengagedinhard
labour around the home  and in the
fields.  Men  sat inside  and  studied,
leaving them less physically strong.
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This situation was largely true only for
the   more   elite   members   of  the
colquunity, but it seems clear that it
was the situation to which one aspired
in the Jewish co-unity.

By comparison,  the model of the
Europeanmedievalmalewastheknicht
- a strong, powerful soldier figure. In
Jewish iconography such a figure was
regularly displayed as the `evil' son in
the  tale  of the  four  sons  in  the
Haggadah.Butwiththeriseofzionism,
that image began to change.

Crucially Zionism,  .as  a political
theory, grew out of nineteenth century
discourses    of   nationalism    and
colonialism, which were themselves
genderedmale.Themodelsuponwhich
Herzl based his ideas were nineteenth
century  ideas.  I  stress  this  point
because I think Jews find conceiving
of a Jewish world prior to the Shoah
hard,butHerzlwaswritinglongbefore
the Shoah, long before the question of
what sort of person the ideal Jewish
male should b.e would be formulated
against the background of whether or
not Jews should have fought back in
the Shoah. Not surprisingly, following
the  Shoah, an even greater emphasis
was  placed  on  the  need  for  Jews,
especially male Jews, to  be  able to
protect themselves through physical
resistance.  But  Zionist  discourse
preceded the Shoah and its roots are in
other places.

So  we  find  that  the  advent  of
Zionism brought with  it  ideas  of
masculinity  as  well  as  notions  of
nationalism from Europe. Zionism, in
Herzl's formulation, was  a means of
makingtheJewishcommunityjustlike
every other nation in Europe - that is a
communfty with a land of its own and
with very  definite  ideas  about the
interaction  of men and women. In
addition this notion of nationalism
grew out of a period of colonialism
which brought with it specific ideas
about the  treatment  of `otherness'
within  the  nation.  These  ideas  are
clearly   connected  -  the   strong,
powerful male  enables  his  state to
dominate others.  This is how nations
are created and maintained.

So  what I want to  ask are these
questions:  What  is  the  legacy  of
nineteenth century ideas about gender
and domination in the contemporary
Jewish community? What might be
learned  from  the  aforementioned
Biblical   text   about   gender   and
domination,  which  could challenge
current paths?

My experience of living in Israel is
that the voice of the feminine is almost
completely silent. I do not mean that
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there are no women involved in Israeli
politics or society at large, but that the
voice of the feminine, which both men
and women  can possess,  is  largely
absent. A few groups, both on the right
and left - Women at the Wall, Women
in Black, Women in Green to name the
best known 6nes - claim to represent
women's voices. But my experience in
Israel  is  that  these  groups  are  so
marginal at the moment that they have
no impact on Israeli society. One need
look no further thanAriel Sharon to see
the archetypal Zionist man - rugged,
physically  strong,  tough,  soldier/
warrior. As far as I can see almost all of
themajorplayersinthel;raelipolitical
scene fit this mould, even the women.

.Almostalloftheleadershipinlsraeli
politics, from the centre-left and right,
is drawn from the military Women are
currently,  and have  always  been,
seriously marginalized in the military.
At a time when Israel is effectively at
war, it is still a relatively simple matter
forwomentobeexcusedfrommilitary
service. Women who  do  serve rarely
have front-line positions or, for that
matter, any type of significant position
at all.

In addition, women still regulady
face harassment in the military, not to
mention Israeli society at large. Prior
to the intifada the subject of violence
against women was just beginning to
beheardinlsraelisociety.BackinAprfl
2000  transport  minister  Yitzhak
Mordechai, was accused of abusing his
positionofseniorarmyofficerinorder
to sexually harass several women who
weredoingtheirmilitaryservice.Atthe
time it was reported that women's
activists had "long  argued that the
compulsory military drty encourages
a culture in which sexual harassers are
rampant and go unpunished"8. Today
the issues of violence against women
are again shoved to the back pages of
the newspapers when they are reported
on at all.  Sadly, the only story I have
seen in recent memory was in the 21st
of March edition of Hcz 'czreJz on the
subject of domestic violence.  It was
reported that  22,000  new  cases  of
domestic violence had been recorded
in 2001  and that services,  especially
servicestohelptreatmaleabusers,were
s everely under-froded.

The  subjects  of the military and
violenceagainstwomenarebothcrucial
to my observations about Israel.  The
military is a kind of anvil upon which
the Israefi nation is fashioned. The fact
that young people, mostly young men,
mustfindanideologicalway,atayoung
age, to justify what are more and more
often questionable moral actions in the

service of their nation means that when
they enter into  society after military
service,theyhavelosttheidealismthat
in most Western, democratic nations is
the purview of youth.

As for violence against women, any
society that can implicitly condone
violence against a major portion of its
own citizens will find it far easier to
condone violence against people from
outside its own group. Violence against
women is merely symptomatic of an
undercurrentofviolencethatrunsdeep
in Israeli  society. When Israelis  can
confront  this  violence,  based  on
domination and dehumanization, then
the discourses ofpolitics, also based on
domination and dehumanization, can
begin to change in a meaningful way.

Oneneedonlyspendafewmoments
perusing the types of comments made
by a range of Israeli politicians  and
political commentators to note that
violence is a language which Israelis
articulate  well.  Take  one  of Ariel
Sharon's comments from early March:

"They must be beaten. We have to
cause them heavy casualties, and then
they will know they camot keep using
terrorandwinpofiticalachievements."9

No wonder some reporters took to
paraphrasing M. Sharon as having said
that he would "pound the Palestinians
into  submission."]°  Listen  to  the
language, to the logic.  The quotation
is full of the language of violence and
domination.AccordingtoSharonlsrael
must first dominate the Palestinians and
then they will understand that they
carmotusetheverysamemethodology
to deal with Israel. The logic is deeply
flawed.   Does   Israel   respond   to
Palestinian suicide attacks by coming
to the realization that it can no longer
respond    with    violence    to    the
Palestinians? Violent reactions  spark
only more violent reactions,  creating
an endless cycle of violence.

But Mr.  Sharon's history is well
known.  He is,  after all,  a life-long
soldier.  Perhaps it is unreasonable to
expect his language to be any different.
What about the respected editor of the
generally moderate Je7"s'czJe77€ Repo7`/,'
Hirsh Goodman? He recently wrote,

"This will probably be Israel's last

war. It will end within a year - or two
or three or four. . .But until then, this is
a war. And thank God we have the
helicopters  and the missiles .and the
technology and the  strength...  Our
answer is  our military prowess. . .  the
Palestinians have to know we have
faced annihilation."11

Over and over in Israeli political
discourse, the masculine language of
domination and violence is conflated



with Israel's  own real fears  for its
existence. To  dominate  and destroy
become the only responses available
within mainstrealn Israeli political
discourse.  My  question reappears:
Where is the voice of the feminine? The
answer:Ontheffingewherefewareable
or willing to hear it.

IntheApril2002editionoftheUate
jze¢de7`,anAmericanleft-wingjoumal,
B arbara Ehreureich asks her readers the
following    question:    "Why    do
fundamentalists  hate  women?"12.
Though this question may or may not
be  relevant to  the  Israeli  political
landscape,  depending on one's point
of view,  as Ehrenreich attempts to
answer her question,. she hits on what I
believe to be an important possible
explanation of the marginalization of
women's voices in Israel. Drawing on
the work of Klaus. Theweleit in his
seminal   sociological   text,   A4:czJe
Fcz7zfczsz.es, she writes:

"...  long-term  warriors  have  a

tendency to see women as a corrupting
and debilitating force."13

While this statement may not be a
full answer to Ehremeich's question, I
do believe that it might explain why
women and their feminine voices,  as
well as the feminine voices of menl4,
areincreasinglymarginalizedinlsraeli
society.  Israeli  society  has  been
embattled since its inception. It would
be hard to describe Ariel Sharon and
most of the Israeli political leadership
as  anything  other than  `1ong-term
warriors.' Indeed it would be hard to
describe Yasser Arafat as anything else
either. No wonder then that leaders on
both sides hear the voice ofthe feminine
as threatening. It is a voice that seeks
to undermine their entire worldview,
like the voice of the sirens in Greek
mythology.

In  marginalizing  the  voice  of
women Israelis  are not alone in the
hdiddle East. One of the most poignant
piecesoftelevision1haveseenrecently
was  the  second part  of a two  part
Co77espo72de73£ documentary on BBC
World. This looked at the phenomenon
of Palestinian suicide bombers  and
interviewedamotherofarecentsuicide
bomber. She had no idea that her son
intended to go on a suicide mission. In
fact she said that had she known that
he intended to  commit this  act,  she
would have tuned him in to the Israeli
police herself. She would have done so,
she said, because every time that she
hears of an attack, she cries. Is she not a
mother  and are  Israeli women not
mothers? Why should she wish any of
their children to die?

Just as the voice of the feminine is

sorely lacking in Israeli society, that
same voice is nearly totally absent in
the Palestinian wiorld as well. When I
went,  over  Tu  Bishevat,  with  a
delegation from Rabbis for Human
Rights  to  help.plant  olive  trees  in
Palestinian villages,  we met many
village leaders. None were women. h
fact,  on  the  two  days  in which  I
participated in the activity the only
women I saw were staing out from a
window two floors up.

So the  question returns:  Why are
discourses of gender and domination
so crucial. And the answer, for me, is
that these discourses are at the core of
whatitmeanstobehumaninourworld.

When God created the world, God
spoke and then that object came into
existence - like light.15 When God
created humanity, God did not simply
speakanddemandthathunanitycome
into  existence. Instead God enjoined
God's own self to embark on the most
exquisitely  creative  act  of  self-
reflection.  In a sense  God  `birthed'
humanity.hthesamewaythatahuman
parent donates the relevant x- and y-
chromosomes to create a new life, God
donated    both    chromosomes    to
humanitycreatingboththevoiceofthe
masculine and the voice of the feminine
at the  same  time,  in  equality,  for
perpetuity. To deny.one or the other of
these voices its rightful place in human
discourse is to slap God in the face, to
deny God's very existence.

According to the great Cabbalist,
Isaac Luria, God withdrew a portion of
God's self from the world in order to
make space for human free will. But I
wouldsaythatthemulti-faceted,multi-
gendered  voice  of  God  remains
implanted in each human being. It is
part of our genetic make-up. If people
so choose, they can listen to that voice,
allowing   it   to   speak   into   their
deliberations.  They can hear it when
they listen to the voices  of others.  If
one listens  carefully to  every human
being, they will hear it. If one listens to
only one facet, they create an idol.

Masculine language has been a kind
of idolatry for centuries. It is time for
that to change. Reaching back to the
verses fi.om Genesis, one hears that from
the  outset, human beings  came with
gender - not just physical gender, but
gender of mind and body and spirit. A
gender of multiple voices. A gender
that resists  idolatry.  A  gender that
enables people to hear a multitude of
possibilities.  And a sneaking hint that
humanity can wander among the world
as easily as it can dominate. The choice
belongs to each individual to hear the
worldastheywill.Butifhumanitydoes

not wake up to a new voice soon, to a
new  reflection  of  God  in  every
individual's life, it may be too late .

RABBI  DEBORAH  KAHN-HARRIS  z.s  cz
gradrate  Of Leo  Baeck  Couege  c[nd former
Director  Of  Stwder[ts  and  Young  Adults  f;or
the  Reform  Synagogues  of  Great  Brita[in.
Having  spent  a  year  in  Jerusalem  she  is
beginning    a    six    month    stint    with    a
congregation  in  Melbot[:me,  Australia.
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THE  HARDEST
®UESTION

There is no more challenging religious question than wky bad
things happen to good people. We all struggle with that challenge,

rabbis no less than lay people. MANNAL asked three rabbis,
Rabbi Charles Emanuel, Rabbi Lee Wax and Rabbi Jonathan Wittenberg

to tell us how they tried to deal with those situedons where the
question is not merely theoretical but real.

LISTEN

Charles Emanuel

DBATH IS NEVER AN EASY
experience  to  confront  but
when that death is of a young

person, in an accident that should never
have happened, it is almost unbearable.

I  had  just  started  in  my  first
congregation, a young, inexperienced
rabbi and had to officiate at the funeral
of a 15-year-old boy.  He had died in a
car crash in which a drunken driver,
driving far beyond the speed limit, had
hit the stationary car in which he was a
passenger.  The young man's name was
Mark Pizitz.  I had never met his family
before which made my meeting with
them  even more  difficult.   I  do  not
remember  a  great  deal  about  my
discussionwiththembeforethefuneral,
but there is one conversation that I will
never forget.   The young man's uncle
said to  me  very privately the  night
before the funeral that whatever else I
said in the eulogy; I should not say that
I did not know why this had happened.
Mark's parents, he told me, needed at
least to think that there was a reason,
and even if I  could not  explain it to
them in their grief, the rabbi knew. He
made me realise for the first time the
great responsibility I had taken upon
myself by becoming a rabbi and the
great     expectations,     sometimes
unrealistic      expectations,      that
congregants would have of me.

But  that  was  not  the  important
lesson.   Having been told what not to
say, I had to lean very quickly what to
say.  What I have leamed is that, to a
great extent, there is nothing that I can
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say that will make any real difference.
This is a parent's greatest nightmare,

and nothing I can say will bring their
child back to life.  What I can do is just
to be there. In rabbinical school I had
been taught that a person is born with
two  ears  and one mouth  so that one
should  listen  twice  as  much  as  one
speaks.   I  had never  appreciated the
practical  insight and wisdom of that
maxim more than I did at the time of
Mark's death.  I listened as the family
and  friends  told  me  stories  about
Mark's many attributes.  He had been a
good student and a good athlete.   He
was popular and the type who might
have  been  voted the  school's  most
likely to succeed. But now he was dead
and  all  the  dreams  that  he  and his
family had  for him would never be
realised.   But they  spoke  about what
he had done in the mere  15 years that
he had lived and I listened. It was all I
could  do.

For many reasons the  funeral was
very   difficult   but   my   rabbinic
involvement did not end there.   There
was a trial and the young man, who had
killed two  teenagers,  merely lost his
driving  license  for a few years.   The
parents not only had to go through the
trauma of their son's death but also the
injustice that they felt had been done.
During the trial, I had been asked by
the driver's priest to intercede for him
with the dead boy's family, but I could
not.   The  family  was  devastated.   I
suspect they still are, although I hope
that they have learned to cope with their

tragedy.
I  sometimes  think  of Mark.   He

would have been about 43 now if that
young man had not been drinking too
much that evening.   I wonder if there
were anything that I could have done
or  said  differently that would have
helped the family more?  After over 28
years in the congregational rabbinate,
I have, unfortunately, seen many more
tragedies,  and I have never said in a
eulogy  that  I  do  not  know  why
horrendous  things  happen  to  good
people.   Now, however, I do not feel
guilty at not knowing,  comforted by
the fact that even the great Rabbi Akiva
attempted    no    solution    of   the
contradiction      between      divine
foreknowledge and human free will but
still believed in the  goodness  of the
Divine judge when he stated,  "All is
foreseen, and free will is given and the
world is judged by goodness." (Pirke
Avot 3:19) .

RABBI CHARLES EMANUEL I.a ffee se#z.or
rabbi    of    the    North    Western    Reform
Synagogue,  Alyth  Gardens,  London.

*
TRUST

Jonathanwittenberg

THE  HEART  KNOWS   ITS
)wn bitterness and no  stranger
;an participate in its joy.

With these  words  the  author  of
Proverbs (14: 10) expresses how alone
we are in our happiness and our pain.

Wrhen I  am with  someone who  is
suffering, I rarely have a message.  I
simply try to be present.  Ideally that
means     having     an     open     and
compassionate mind, heart and soul.

Having a message may be in direct
contradiction  to  this.  I  trust  that
somethingworthwhilewillemergejust
from being there, a conversation about
a walk, a child, the nature of time. . . It is
more likely to be initiated by the other
person than by me. The best thing I can
bring is  compassionate  and  attentive
not knowing.

I know  even less  about  suffering
when I'm not there. I scarcely glimpse
the impact of the long, slow loneliness
of time. No one else is present when
the bereaved person closes the door and
enters  their  silent  home.  A  young
woman once told me, `1 can just about
manage the week, but I hate Sundays' .
Sundays had obviously been the finily
day, the day she used to have with her
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husband. What, ultimately, can another
person do to protect someone from the
ache  of their  consciousness  and the
void in their heart?

I  don't  like  to  speak much  about
God. This is not because I believe God
is  silent, but because I'm reluctant to
invoke platitudes  and unable  to  find
reasons  to  lay  at  God's  door.  The
response to  the  question  `Why?'  will
probably  therefore  be  a  listener's
attempt to allow the sufferer to explore
his  own  story.  It  may  be  helpful  to
facilitate:  `That must have hurt',  `Tell
me more'. Sometimes it inay feel right
to  intervene:  `Do  you  really  think
that? ' , `Are you being fair? to yourself?
to another?'. In this marmer it may be
possible  not  only to  listen to,  but to
help  a person in pain reflect on their
narrative, their own understanding of
their life. Perhaps God will emerge in
the story. For in such situations the tmly
meaningful opening to God's presence
is  in  the  heart  of the person  who  is
suffering.

Occasionally,    I   want   to    say
something about that God. Perhaps God
seems to me to be playing too punitive
a role in the story that unfolds. Perhaps,
on the contrary, I may want to suggest
that God was there after all. But most
often I am there to listen and lean. I'm
sceptical of `proofs'  for the existence
of God, but I do believe that there is
testament,  and  powerful  testament
sometimes comes from people in pain.
Often it is humbling in its generosity
and courage.

Bearing witness to suffering to the
limited degree that I have affects me in
different ways.  Sometimes  I just feel
that it's awful: the slow, progress of a
degenerative  disease  leading  to  a
lonely  death,  something  dreadful
happening to a child.

But mostly,  witnessing  suffering
teaches me to affimi life and waste less
time. It makes me focus on what really
matters, on companionship,  spirit and
beauty. It opens my heart.

I  sometimes think of this teaching
as a gift from the dying to the living.

I am not trying to ignore the misery
and pain. But I am often stmck by the
ability of people who suffer to honour
and appreciate  life  even though their
own is waning, like the dying man who
said to  me,  `Say  a prayer  about the
beauty of the world, because my wife
and I have loved it so much'.

I  also  feel  challenged  by  this
generosity. I'm forced to wonder what
1'11 be like when my own turn comes to
suffer  and  die.  Will  I  be  bitter  and
ungrateful?  Will  I  be  like  the  child
who's  gobbled  everything  and  only
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wants more? Or will I be appreciative
of the  love  I've  received  and  the
wonder I've shared? Will I honour the
world for its children and birds, for its
clouds and sky, and die trusting in the
great process  of nature  and  God?  Or
will  my  horizons  shrink  down  to
myself. Who will I turn out to be?

I  sometimes  think  of the prayer,
`When it shall please you, God, to take

us from earth, be with us' . I always tmst
that presence is there with others I hope
it will be there with me I

RABBI JONATHAN lhrlTTENBERG  I.s  ffee
rabbi  of the  Now  North  London  Synagogue
in  Finchley,   London.

#
NIY D0 BAD

THINGS  HAPPEN
T0  GOOD  PEOPLE?

Lee Wax

T0    START    WITH    THE
obvious, I don't have a simple
answer to this question.   There

are of course others, including rabbis,
who think they do. Like the rabbi who
proclaimed that the  elderly Jewish
women who were tragically killed in a
train crash in the south of England had
brought it upon themselves because
they were travelling on Shabbat. Or the
Israeli rabbi who argued that the dance
hall tragedy that occurred in Jerusalem
last year was a direct punishment for
mixed dancing.

Such simplistic thinking has always
been found in Judaism.  It has  even
figured in some interpretations of the
Shoah. Thankfully, it has never been
the only Jewish form of response to the
question.  For example,  although the
story  of Noah presents  the  Flood  as
God's    punishment    for    human
wickedness, later in Genesis Abraham
enters into a dialogue with God about
the   justification    for    collective
punishment. Similarly, in the prophets
we often hear of how Israelite suffering
was  usually  interpreted  as  God's
vengeance  for backsliding,  but  Job
reproves  his  so-called comforters  for
telling  him  that  his  losses  and  his
illness  must  somehow be  his  fault.  I
identify with the voices ofAbraham and
Job rather than the voices of those who
are  always  convinced that  there  are
hidden  sins  causing  every  tragedy.
Reform Judaism may deny us the moral
certainty  of fundamentalism,  but  it
permits us to hold on to more complex

and perhaps  more  difficult  feelings:
doubt, puzzlement, and the discomfort
of saying `1 simply don't know' .

Ivhile I don't have an answer to the
question, I do recognise that it always
hides  another question,  or perhaps  a
whole set of questions:  `How can you
(rabbi) really believe in God when the
world  is  obviously  such  an  unjust
place? If you do believe in God, how
can  you  make  excuses   for  what
happens? If you can't make excuses for
God,  what kind  of unpleasant  God
would  leave  things  in the  state  they
are?     And  if  God  really   is   that
unpleasant,  why  is  it  worth  doing
anything   to    placate,    praise    or
communicate in any way with such a
God?'  These  questions  are  crucially
important ones, but they raise another
problem.Ifyoutryandanswerthemhead
on you can find yourself entering into a
rather  sterile,  intellectual  argument
about who or what God is. On the other
hand, if you seem to be dodging them,
you may create the impression that your
faith is rather shallow. Probably the only
helpful response  is to hint or indicate
that    there    are    other    kinds    of
understanding of God that neither  `let
God off the hook' nor disqualify God.
Theyarekindsofunderstandingthatwe
can access not through argument but
instead through poetry and symbolism,
parables  and  stories,  and prayer and
deeds of lovingkindness.

A friend of mine, not a rabbi but a
priest, described how he had officiated
at the funeral of a baby who had died
shortly after birth.  He knew that the
parents would ask him questions about
how  such a terrible thing  could have
happened to them.  He knew that he
would feel a tremendous  impulse to
offer them glib and simple answers, and
equally that these  answers  could not
possibly console them. His duty, he felt,
was neither to accuse nor to excuse God
but  to  stay  loyal  and  loving  to  the
family through their grief and despair,
their anger and their confusion. There
was  no  way  of knowing,  he  said,
whether they would lose their religious
faith, and if they would ever regain it if
they did. In the face of such a tragedy,
he felt that it was not for him to judge
them either way. But the only way he
believed that  he  could represent  the
possibility of a loving God, he said, was
to stand by them, and to share as much
of their suffering as he was able.  For
bin, it was a way of indicating that God
is within suffering as well as outside it,
within us as well as transcending us.I

RABBI  LEE  WAX  fr/r#gg/es  wz.f#  Fz.#cfe/ej/
Reform  Synagogue  and  twins.
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Horse a;rrdBarmhoo are a theatre company, using puppets, masks and music to create strong visual performances.
Bob Frith founded the compc[ny in 1978, with the inteiulon Of bringing visual art to life.

Since then he has been the company's main writer, director and desigrier and maker.
Alison Duddie is assistant artistic director and maker. They `rediscovered' Charlotte Salomon and

MAENNA asked them to share their rediscovery with us.

ffioTEffiQ€J
r„H~OR+#fifiBE4TER7

HE  IDEA  OF  USING  THE
work of   Charlotte  Salomon as
the  starting point  for a theatre

piece  was triggered by  a visit to  the
exhilarating exhibition of her work at
the Royal Academy in  1998. The 765
remarkable paintings which make up
`Leben - Oder Theater?' (`Life -or
Theatre?'), are based around a narrative
and theatrical  structure,  and  even  a
soundtrack,  and  Charlotte  herself
envisaged  the   series   as   a  visual
equivalent to a theatrical event.

Charlotte  Salomon was  a German
Jewish woman, a painter, born in Berlin
in 1917. Twenty-six years later she was
put to  death  in Auschwitz/Birkenau
concentration camp. In the last year of
her life, while in exile in the South of
France,  she  produced  this  amazing
series of gouache paintings, which were
given to the Joods Historisch Museum
in Amsterdam by her stepmother in the
1970s.   Whilst   these   provide   an
intensely personal  account of her life
with its complex relationships, they are
also  deeply rooted in and affected by
the political  environment of that  era,
the gruesome outcome of which was at
that time yet unknown. They provide
us  with  one  of the  most penetrating
visual records of an individual life in
the Nazi era.

The paintings themselves are full of
dreamlike images, ungrounded figures,
somewhat reminiscent of Marc Chagall.
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Bob Frith and
Alison Duddle

They are saturated with rich colour, and
the faces and figures are repeated over
and over, making,  for us,  immediate
associations with a puppet world. There
is also a bold use of the written word,
which often dominates the frame, and
the whole series is held together by a
strong sense of story telling. Charlotte
overlaid the album of images with text;
and  left notes  of what music  should
accompany  the  various  sections  of
`Leben  -  oder  Theater?'  Schubert,

Mozart,  German popular  song,  Nazi
hyrms.....

`LIFE - OR DEATH?'
One  of the biggest  difficulties  we

faced  as  we  began  writing  about
Charlotte  was  deciding  within  what
context her story should be placed. In
particular - to what extent should the
political    situation    of   the    time
dominate?    The    appalling    facts
surrounding her death seemed to urge
us to make a piece about the Holocaust,
to make her death and that of so many
others the focus of our work - but that
did  not  seem  entirely  satisfactory.
Charlotte,  along with  other artists  of
this period, is so often looked at in the

role of a holocaust witness, to the extent
that this obscures her voice as a painter.
What had drawn us to Charlotte initially
was the life in her paintings - fresh,
sometimes  amusing,  often  deeply
painful images. What drove her to paint
was life itself -the need to understand
life, to try to find the wonder in it, the
reason to keep on living.

The  account  of that time  which
Charlotte  chose to paint is  intensely
personal, the wider political situation
only being referred to explicitly in a
handful of images. However, the sense
of doors closing and of a community
being  forced closer and closer in  on
itself totally pervades her work.  The
facts of life for a Jewish girl in Berlin in
the  1930s as Charlotte relates them to
us, remind us over and over again of
how  appalling this time was  for so
many people, but remind us too of how
pain, love, humour and deapair are both
universal and unavoidable.

SURROUNDED  BY SECRETS
In rooting our story in the paintings

of `Leben -oder Theater?' we faced a
second major problem - the story that
she tells about her life is anything but
straightforward. There are just so many
paintings it is very easy to lose one's
way in the narrative. She painted a total
of  1300  gouaches,  many  of them
including  text  within  the  picture,
others overlaid with a translucent sheet
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providing dialogue and narrative. The
material was truly overwhelming.

Eventually    we    came    to    the
conclusion that the story we were most
interested  in  telling  was  that  of
Charlotte as  a young girl, surrounded
by  secrets,  who  leams that her own
despair and suicidal feelings follow a
pattern  set by  many  of her  female
relatives,  and  decides  to  search  for
meaning and joy in life - by painting
it. Of course the sad irony is thatjust as
she  leamed to  embrace  life  she  was
taken and killed: 26, newly married and
pregnant.

Ihle  isolated  what  we  felt  were
pivotal points in her life- her mother's
suicide;  falling in love;  her exile;  her
grandmother's suicide; her own feelings
of  despair,   and   her   decision   to
overcome them through painting;  her
death.  We  began by trying to  create
strong  theatrical  images  for  these
important  events,  and  then  linking
them together in a way that allows for
light and shade, for moments of great
intensity and for space to breathe.

IMAGES  AND  LANGUAGES
Imagery has been drawn from many

sources  other  than  from  Charlotte
herself, including stories from the Bible
and  other traditional  Jewish  stories.
However,  sources  as  diverse  as  the
paintings  of Stanley  Spencer,  pre-

cohiinued on next page
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The  artist,  with  her  grandparents,  1942.

Colombian sculpture,  film and music
have also been brought into the visual
dialogue.  One  of the  first images we
were drawn to was that of cupboards
and boxes, suggesting both the secrets
which pervaded Charlotte 's young life
and also an immigrant culture, a people
which carries its stories, its traditions,
wherever it settles. Another early idea
was that the set was made up entirely
of cupboards, little puppet stages that
contained different parts  of the  story.
The main focus of the set is a window, a
visual  constant that holds the  images
in the piece together.

In looking for a visual language in
which to set the piece we were naturally
drawn to the painting style of `Leben -
oder Theater?' This is, at times, precise
and detailed, at other times loose, but
always  intensely  coloured,  with  an
expressive use of both shape and colour.
In modelling the masks and puppets for
some of the main characters we have
kept   as   close   as   possible  to   her
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Charlotte, along
with other artists Of
this period, is so
often looked at in
the role Of a
holocaust witness, to
the eutent that this
obscures her voice
as a painter. What
had drown us to
Charlotte initially
was the life in her
paintings -f resh,
sometimes anusing,
often deaply palrful
images. TThat drove
her to paint was life
itself -the need to
understand life, to
try to frod the
wonder in it, the
reason to keep on
living.

paintings. h other characters, Charlotte
in particular, the need for the mask to
convey a whole range of emotions, and
to  maintain  the  sympathy  of the
audience means that the mask has had
to be more neutral, more fluid.

In depicting those scenes that fall
outside the time fame of `Leben -oder
Theater?',  in particular the  scenes
dealing with Cinarlotte's inpris orment
and death, we have stnlggled to find a
visual language that communicates the
horror  of those  events,  but which
avoids  images that people have seen
all too often, that are so familiar that
we have become numbed to them. It is
in   moments   like   tLese   that   the
distancing  quality  of puppetry  is
crucial, the ability to  arouse  emotion
in the audience not by acting out that
emotion realistically on stage, but by
finding    a   poetic    image    which
encapsulates  that  emotion  and  is
delivered  simply to  the  audience  to
take away and process for themselves.
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Hl, GOD
The Assembly Of Rabbis Of the Reform Synagogues Of Great Britain has begiun

the process of revising its Sabbath and Dally Prayerbook, published in 1977. In
the last issue of MANNA Professor Alfred Moritz of Cardiff had some

challenging things to say to the editor Of the Siddrir, Rabbi Professor Jonathan
Magonet. Magonet responded f;orcibly. Professor Moritz now poses some further

questions to Ral}bi Magonet to which Magonet replies. There are also two
letters on this subject on the letters page.

I

DO W.E KEEP THE BIBLE?

Alfred Moritz

AM  VERY   GRATEFUL  TO
Rabbi Magonet for responding at
such length to the article in which

I  challenged  the  use  of politically
correct,  gender-inclusive  language  in
our prayer books.  Unfortunately his
response does not address even a single
one of my arguments. Since the issues I
raised,  however  light-heartedly,  are
serious  issues  affecting  the  whole
religious  future  of our  Movement,  I
must crave leave for a further response,
especially   since   Rabbi   Magonet
appears  to  dismiss  the  whole  of my
article     because     it     does     not
`acknowledge the nature of the problem

and offer alternative ways of tackling
it'.

I  feel  I  am  entitled  to  plead  `not
guilty'  to both these accusations.  But
first I must deal with views explicitly
or implicitly ascribed to me by Rabbi
Magonet which I do not hold and which
I   have   certainly   not   expressed.
`Whether Professor Moritz likes  it or

not,'  Rabbi  Magonet  says,  `the  word
"man" has  in our time become very

gender specific and no longer embraces
woman.'Asaprofessionallinguist1may
regret,  but would be foolish to  deny,
that   the    English    language   has
developed  in this  way,  and  I  do  not
deny it and have not denied it.  If we
now  have  to  get  used  to  saying
`chaixperson' so be it, but I do object to
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`chair'.Wemightaswellsaythatajury

now has a `fore' instead of a foreman or
that  a spokesman has now become  a
`spoke'.

Nor   have    I    deserved    Rabbi
Magonet's disquisition on the subject
of justice to women, which makes me
look  a  superannuated  reactionary.  I
readily  acknowledge  that  Jewish
history, like most history, has been very
unjust    to    women,    and    I    also
acknowledge - and say so in my article
- that there is a problem in putting this
right for the future,  even though we
cannot  retrospectively  set right  the
wrongs of history. But I do contend that
this problem cannot be solved by the
use of gender-inclusive language in a
Jewish prayer book and that it has to
be dealt with in another way.

This issue has to be squarely faced
by the editors of any new sz.dd2/r, and
since  it has  not been  faced in Rabbi
Magonet's    article    let    me    put
straightforward questions, which I hope
will  receive  equally  straightforward
answers:
1.  Do we or do we not wish to retain

the use of Hebrew prayers and of the
Hebrew Bible in our services, and if
we do not wish to retain it can the
resulting prayer books still be called
Jewish?

2.  Is it or is it not agreed that gender-
inclusive   English   versions   of

Hebrew  prayers  can  rarely  be
accurate  translations  and  often
require  considerable  latitude  in
paraphrasing the Hebrew?

3.  Does Rabbi Magonet deny that it is
absurd to  make  women pray  for
themselves and their fellow wo77€e7®
and men  for themselves  and their
fellow  77ee7!,  as  our Yom  Kippur
Machzor does2

4.  We have by now seen only some of
the easier gender-inclusive English
versions of Hebrew prayers. May we
also see some of the more difficult
ones,  such as Psalm  150 and .4vz.7za/
A4lcz/#e#z4 referred to in my article?

5.  Is it or is it not admitted that gender-
inclusive  language  is  possible  in
English only because  English has
hardly any grammatical gender; that
gender-inclusive  language  is  not
possible  in  any  language  that has
grammatical gender, such as German
and all the Romance languages, and
that e.g.  c7er Ewz.ge in German and
/e bo7! Dz.eec in French carmot avoid
being linguistically masculine?

6.  Is it or is it not admitted that Hebrew
is one of the languages that do not
allow gender-inclusive language? If
it is not admitted there will be a need
to demonstrate how Hebrew can be
made at all gender-inclusive.

7.  Even  if it  is  admitted that  many
women rather than a small but vocal

I have not deserved
Rabbi Magonet's
disquisition on the
subject Of justice to

women, which makes
me look a

superanrmatdd
reactionary.

minority find themselves unable to use
the  masculine-dominated English
of  our  present  Sz.ddt/r  and  are
longing  for  it  to  be  replaced  by
gender-inclusive  language,  must
they   not   consider   masculine-
dominated    Hebrew,     if    they
understand   it,   to   be   equally
offensive? And if they do, are these
Jewish  women   debarred   from
praying in Hebrew?
Unless  these  questions  can  be

clearly and satisfactorily answered, the
use  of gender-inclusive  English  in  a
Jewish prayer book carmot form part of

continued on next page
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the  solution  to  the  problem  of
masculine-dominated language, which
undoubtedly exists. The only available
alternative that I can think of is that
suggested in my article. We must all -
men  and  women  alike  -  become
accustomedtorecognisethatmasculine
language  does  not necessarily imply
masculinity.

Finally, I stand by my remarks about
our  present  A4lczcfezor  for  the  Three
Festivals. Yes, the book contains much
valuable material - for a modem version
of the  once popular Boob o/Jew.sfe
Z7Zoz4gfets. But I know that I am by no
means  alone  in  thinking  that  as  a
A4:czcfezor - a festival prayer book - it is
a  monstrosity.  And  is  it  not  just
conceivable that its editor may not be
the best person to judge this? I

PROFESSOR  ALFRED   MORITZ   I.s   a
former  vice-principal  If  Uriversity  College,
Cardiff.  Born  in  Munich  in   1921,  he  has
published  widely  in  the  field  of  classical
studies.   He  is  a  member  of  Cardiff  New
Synagogue.

MY  DEFENCE

JonathanMagonet

I   SHARE  WITH  PROFESSOR
Moritz a dislike of poorly rendered
English.  But  his  impassioned

critique  of  the  aesthetics  of  the
translations  in  the  prayerbook  does
effectively  avoid  the  fundamental
problem that the translation has tried
to  address,  namely the  issues  around
the role, or rather the absence of role,
given  to  women  in  Jewish  public
worship.  Moreover,  no  amount  of
harping  on  the  real  or  imagined
absurdities of political correctness gets
away from the fact that there are issues
of justice here,  and who has  greater
responsibility for addressing them than
the progressive wing of Judaism.

Judaism has always had to face the
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challenges presented to it by the values
of the surrounding culture. Insofar as
they are based on principles that accord
with the highest standards of morality,
we have accepted their challenge to our
existing   traditions,   struggled   to
accommodate  them  and  ultimately
intemalised them to such an extent that
subsequent generations  can  only  see
them  as  intrinsically  Jewish.  The
codification of Jewish law that we take
for granted is the product of living in a
Muslim  environment  in the  middle
ages, as is much of Jewish philosophy.
The  kind  of line-by-line  systematic
biblical  commentary  provided  by
Rashi,  revolutionary  in  its  time,  is
based  on  contemporary  Christian
models.  That  these  examples  have
become exemplary `Jewish' fomis is a
tribute to our extraordinary ability to
synthesise the best of what surrounding
cultures   have   to   offer   without
surrendering some essential continuity
with  past  traditions,   even  when
radically   re-making    them.    The
accusation  so  often  levelled  against
`reformers'   that   we   are   merely

pandering to some current fad reflects
exactly this  `traditional'  readiness to
engage with contemporary challenges
and indicates the risks that have to be
taken. Thus a critique, if it is to be of
any use,  should at least acknowledge
the  nature  of the problem and offer
altemative ways of tackling it.

As a prominent member of a Refomi
community,  living  in  a  democratic
society,  I must assume that Professor
Moritz  is  as  committed  to  gender
equality, however that is to be defined.
Historically it is clear that all aspects
of public, and for that matter domestic,
ritual    and    worship    have    been
determined by rabbis who have been
men, acting within a tradition that is
resolutely      patriarchal.      Severe
restrictions  have  been  imposed  in
practice,  if not always with Halakhic
justification,  on the potential roles  of
women  within public  expressions  of
Jewish worship. Progressive Judaism in
its    various    manifestations    has
consciously  addressed  such  issues,
though not  always  consistently or in
line with its own values and aspirations.
So   assuming   that   the   role   and
perception  of women,  let alone their
own personal needs,  is  a matter with
which,    both    by    ideology    and
temperament, we  should be  engaged,
the prayerbook, the  living expression
of colrmunity life and values, must also
have a part to play. If such a premise is
accepted,    then    polemics    about
`political  correctness'  are  beside  the

point.

There are at least three areas where
the  issue  needs  to. be  tackled  with
Jewish liturgy.  Firstly the question as
to who it is that is assumed to be reading
these prayers. On the whole most of the
texts we recite are sufficiently neutral
to be open for all. But language does
move  on.  I  remember the  previous
Reform prayerbook where the second
paragraph of the Amidah blessed God
who `quickenest the dead'. I don't
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think my childhood imagination quite
ran to zombies on ronerskates but it was
hardly very illuminating.  Whether
Professor Moritz likes it or not the word
`man'  has become in our time very

gender   specific   and   no   longer`embraces woman', or if it does  can
only do so in a way that reinforces the
secondary     status     of     women.
Fortunatelynowhereintheprayerbook
do we have to decide how to express
the concept of `chainan'. But if one
did not know what a `chainan' was and
just listened to the juxtaposition of the
two words how about `benchman'  or
` stoolman' , both equally plausible, the

term would be al)surd and only makes
sense  because  sanctioned by  usage.
Apparently it was originally coined to
describe someone wbo carried a sedan
chair.

Moreseriousisthesecondpointthat
the  only  human  beings  regularly
depicted in the Hturgy are men - most
notably Abraham,  Isaac  and  Jacob.
Their prominence is clearly due to their
significant roles in the Biblical record
and subsequent idealisation in rabbinic
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tradition. But were their wives or other
female relatives simply invisible? Did
they not also play a significant role in
Jewish history?  Certainly that  is  the
case according to the Biblical record.
Indeed it is striking that one person who
addressed  God  and  to  whom  God
speaks directly is Rebecca (Gen 25 :22-
23) which alone should warrant a role
for her in a liturgical context. In short,
whereas there are any number of male
figureswithwhomamanmightidentify
in the sense of feeling at home within
the tradition, with whom can a woman
identify? The absence of records of the
roles  and  contributions  of women
throughoutJewishhistoryhasbeenwell
addressed  by  feminist  scholarship
alongside   the   realisation   of  the
fundamental  distortion this  gives  us
about the nature of the Jewish past and
an  impoverishment  in  the  Jewish
present.  Again  one  may  debate  how
such an imbalance is to be corrected in
the prayerbook, but that the issue must
be addressed by a progressive religious
movement  must  surely  be  beyond
dispute.

The  third  and perhaps  the  most
difficult issue is that of the language
used  about  God.  The  term  `Lord'  is
problematic in at least two ways. Firstly
it  is  only  a  substitute  for the  divine
name )/od-feefe-vczv-fee%,  which,  if it  is
indeed derived from the verb fecz}/czfe to
be is an expression of existence. This
led Moses Mendelssohn to translate it
as Der Ewige, `the Etemal' , presumably
implying a philosophical concept of a
God  beyond  time.  In  the  twentieth
century  Martin  Buber  and  Franz
Rosenzweig  wrestling with the  same
problem came up with DU or ER, (Thou
or  He),  implying  God's  intimate
presence.  But the  second problem  is
that the term `Lord' is a masculine terln
that belongs to a particular hierarchic
social rank. However comfortable one
may  be  with  the  term  because  of
familiarity, it nevertheless perpetuates
the association between God and male
authority  within  society.  Once  that
particular  association  has  become
evident it becomes  increasingly hard
to see the term as neutral and something
else must be substituted. What or how
raises  a further question. Because the
more  one tries to  `de-gender'  God in
this  way  the  more  difficult  it  is  to
experience a personal relationship with
the  divine.  Other terms  for  God like
`king'    and   `father'    are   equally

problematic.  Why  are  they  more
acceptable than `queen' or `mother' if
gender  is  not  really  an  issue?  One
solution which  we  have  tried  in the
Pilgrim  Festival  book,  which  others
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have also attempted in America,  is to
use terms  like  `teacher',  `creator',  or
some  divine  attribute,  that  offer  a
description of the particular quality of
God appropriate to the context - given
that the forln );od-feefe-1;czi/-fe e% conceals
as much of God's nature as it reveals.
But this does not in any way dininish
the problem of translation,  especially
in continuing sentences where `He' has
commonly been used.

I hope I have made it clear that with
much of Professor Moritz's  linguistic
concerns  I have great sympathy.  The
trouble  is  that behind the  success  or
failure to  find  appropriate  language
there  are  real  issues  that have  to  be
tackled. Dismissing the results can be
fun, but the problems do not go away
and  some  constructive  suggestions
would be considerably more helpful.

If.I may add a more personal note,
what is particularly hurtful and `out of
order'  is the closing remark about the
Pilgrim Festival Book. I would be the
first to acknowledge some of its failures
and the  difficulties  some,  though not
all, congregations have had negotiating
the  services.  The  editors  are  not  to
blame for the weight of the book, and
that of the reprinted Sabbath and Daily
prayerbook,      which      was       an
administrative  failure  to  inform the
printer of the correct weight of paper.
But I wonder whether Professor Moritz
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has  actually  looked  at  it  beyond
seeking stylistic infelicities. The book
contains  the  first  ever  attempt  in  a
contemporary  Jewish prayerbook  to
give distinct identities to the different
festivals,  including  that  `cinderella',

the   seventh   day   of  Pesach.   The
anthology explores in depth the themes
of the  festivals  and  opens  up  their
dimensions       for       study       and
contemplation.  The  commentaries  on
the  Biblical  texts  similarly  provide
valuable  study  material.  The  daily
readings for the entire omer period are
an unique and unprecedented attempt
to  offer  a  spiritual  depth  to  this
significant,  if under-acknowledged in
progressive circles, period of the Jewish
year.  Like  its  predecessor  the  High
Holyday prayerbook it seeks  to be a
`fro/ bo',  a  companion to  the  Jewish

worshipper  throughout  the  festival
periods of which the formal synagogue
services  are  only  a part.  If there  are
failures of execution by all means let
us  address  them,  but  let  us  remain
within  the  bounds  of appropriate
intellectual discourse  I

RABBI       PROFESSOR       JONATHAN
MA:GO:NE:T is the Principal Of the Leo Baeck
College,   and   co-editor  with   Rabbi   Lionel
Blue  Of RSGB's  three  current  prayer  books.

He Kissed Him
and They Wept

Towards a Theology of
Jewhh-Cathonc

Partnership

Edited by Rabbi Tony
Bayfield, Rabbi Dr. Sidney
Brichto and Dr. Eugene J

Fisher

SCM Press, London,
2002, £16.95

"I  welcome  this  work,  not

only f;or  its  insights  but
above  all  because  it  offers
theological  and  halakhic

foundations  for  a  dialogue
leading  towards  the  mystery

of  our  future"

Cardinal Kasper, President,
Vatican Commission for

Religious  Relations  with  the
Jews

"A  real  breakthrough ....  to

a relationship  of mutual
respect  and  acceptance"

Rabbi Dow Marmur
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LINKING BIMAH AND ALTAR

RachelMontagu

Rabbi R`achel Montagu's the Education Director Of Britain's
Council Of Cluristians and Jews . MA.NNA asked Rabbi Montagu to tell us what

itislikeworkingatthecoalf;aceof.interfcLithrelatioustoday.

WHAT ARE THE IMPLIC-
ATIONS  of `working at the
coalface?'  Isn't  this  where

one  finds  the  nitty-gritty.  Can  `the
coalface'  be  a place  where  you  can
breathe while working? Usually, thank
you, though I have sometimes gasped
at  things  which  have  come  up  in
interfaith dialogue. Is there a market for
what  `the  coalface'  produces?  We
certainly hope so.

My first introduction to  interfaith
dialogue was as a small child. We had
Austrian Catholic refugee neighbours
andeveryyearwehelpedthemdecorate
special  Christmas biscuits  to  send to
their  family  in  Austria  and  they
watched us  light  Chanukkah lights.  I
don't thilik the theology of any of this
was  ever  articulated  but  my  deep
feeling   that   delight   in   religious
observance comes in many forms and
can and should be shared I am sure goes
back to the delicious smell of gingery
biscuit dough in their kitchen and their
and our faces smiling in our candlelit
sitting-room.

I work part-time for the Council of
Christians  and Jews  (CCJ)  and I  also
teach Biblical Hebrew at Allen Hall, a
Catholic  seminary,  and  Birkbeck
College's   Faculty   of  Continuing
Education.  The  contrast between the
two  areas  of  my  working  life  is
considerable.  The  fez.pfez7  and  other
niceties  of Hebrew  grammar  do  not
alter,  although  I  hope  my  ability  to
explain them improves and the classes
do sometimes stray from grammar and
biblical texts to `All you wanted to ask
about Judaism but were  afraid to  ask
. . . ' which overlaps with the educational
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side  of the  work  for  CCJ.  Interfaith
dialogue on the other hand is not static
but is about change and about moving
forward.    Our    religions    remain
themselves although the temptation in
interfaith  seminars  to  paint things  a
little more prettily than they really are
does   exist.   But  by   dialogue,   by
listening     and     explaining     and
continuing  the  conversation we  can
reach a new  depth  of understanding
greater than that with which either of
us entered the room. This exchange of
ideas   leads   to   development   and
clarification  on  each  side both  about
the  other religion  and  also  about our
own.  Why  do  we  need  inter faith
dialogue to increase our understanding
of our own religion? Partly it makes an
opportunity  for study.  We rarely take
the  time  to  look together within  our
own religion  in the  same  way.  Also,
things often become clearer when there
is something to contrast and compare
and   a    different    faith   tradition
automatically provides that.

Working      in     the      education
department at the Council of christians
and Jews, the key words that come up
are  reconciliation,  education  and
dialogue.  Education  and dialogue  are
not the  same thing - we  do  a lot of
worthwhile     work     sending     out
information to  enquirers  and  it  is A
Good Thing that the CCJ is there to act
as a resource in that way because there
is a real demand for the information on
Judaism that we provide. Education is
the dissemination of information - the
word  is  derived  from  a  Latin  root
meaning to nourish or stuff full of good
things.  Dialogue  is  communication

between people. The same person may
have the skills required for education
and dialogue - but they are  different
skills. Explaining is not the same as the
listening   and  responding,   which
constitute  dialogue.

The CCJ certainly receives a variety
of enquiries:  please  send information
for my school projects; what is the best
introductory  book  on  Judaism?  I
usually suggest Jonathan Magonet's
Explorer's Guide to Judaism. We get
more  esoteric  enquiries   like  the
gentleman who wrote from Malaysia to
ask whether it was known where the lost
tribes are now as he thought he might
be descended from them and are the
Urim  and Thummim  still  extant -
presumably in case they could provide
the genealogical information if I was
unal]1e to do so, as indeed, alas, I was.

What  are  tLe  current  issues  in
interfaith       dialogue?       Marcus
Braybrooke   in   his   recent   book
CJinstian-Jewish Dialogue:  The Next
Sfeps'  (SCM,2000)  suggested that we
are  in a plateau phase  of inter faith
dialogue.  `Plateau'  implies  flat  and
boring - I would suggest that the tern
`consolidation'    might   be    more

appropriate. When CCJ began in 1942,
its role was seen as  combating  anti-
semitismandemphasizingJudaismand
Christianity's shared ethical tradition.
ChiefRabbiHertzspokestemlyagainst
inter-religious  fraternization  - by
whichhemeanttheologicaldiscussion.
The  current  level  of  theological
dialogue, whether at CCJ branch  or
university level,  was  simply  not  a
possible concept then.

Therehavebeenanumberofground-
breaking  declarations in the  area  of
interfaith dialogue since the  Second
Vatican Council's statement on Jews
and  Judaism in  1965.  IVosfrcz 4efczfe
declared ` . . .the Jews remain very dear
to God. . .since God does not take back
the gifts he bestowed or the choice he
made ....  Since  Christians  and  Jews
have such a common spiritual heritage,
this sacred council wishes to encourage
and further mutual understanding and
appreciation.  This  can be  achieved,
especially  by  way  of biblical  and
theological  enquiry  and  through
friendly  discussions ....  The  Jews
should not be spoken of as rejected and
accused as if this followed from Holy
Scripture.  Co.usequently all must take
care lest in catechising or in preaching
the world of God, they teach anything
which is not in accord with the truth of
the  Gospel  message  or the  spirit  of
Christ .... [The  Church]  deplores  all
hatreds, persecutions, displays of anti-
semitism levelled at any tine or from
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any  source  against the Jews.' In  1988
the Anglican Church also published a
declaration:  ` .... We  firmly  reject  any
view of Judaism which sees it as a living
fossil,     simply     superseded     by
Christianity.' It also recognised the roots
of Nazi  anti-Semitism  in  traditional
Christian teaching. These declarations
repudiate mediaeval  Church teaching
and have led to an enormous change in
the   way   Judaism   is   taught   in
theological colleges and then, in turn,
to the way Judaism is preached about
in churches. Some Christians have made
it  clear that they  do  not believe that
they  should  convert  Jews.  These
changes  in Christian attitude towards
Judaism  are  what  make  dialogue
possible.  One  cannot  have  dialogue
unless there is mutual respect for the
integrity of each position.

Interfaith  dialogue  is  not  an  area
where everyone is at the same stage at
the    same    time.    This    is    where
`consolidation'  is  important.  The

Christian world has, over the last years,
changed  its teaching  on Judaism and
while this may not yet have percolated
down into  every pew or every heart,
there  has  still been  a huge  shift and
progress continues. While monitoring
the  Christian press  at CCJ during the
last eighteen months there have been
only half a dozen occasions in which I
have been startled and upset at the anti-
Judaism in what I have read. Christians
have had the  courage and honesty to
confront the hostility inherent in some
of their most sacred texts and to change
their thinking and their liturgy. This is
not an easy thing to do.

The     statement    Dczbrc/    E77tef,
published    in   America    on   jzosfe
fJczS7zcz77afe  last year  and  described by
Edward Kessler in MANNA  70,  is  a
Jewish     response     to     Christian
declarations like IVosgivcz ,4efczJe.  I have
discussed Dczb7" E7#ef with a number
of CCJ  groups  and there  it has  been
greeted warmly. It was much tougher at
a  Limmud  conference  where  many
people   expressed  their   anger   at
centuries   of   Christian   distorted
teachings and persecution of the Jews.
We  can  only  weep  at  the  history
between our religions - but we must
also remember that it is history and it
need not  straitjacket our attitudes  to
contemporary  Christians  who  have
different   beliefs   about   Judaism.
Judaism never believed it was the only
path  to  God  as  distinct  from  the
traditional  Christian view that you
have to be  Christian to be  saved, but
nor do  we  regard  other traditions  as
being as true as ours. This is a delicate
balance.  We  need  to  believe  in  the
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rightness of our own religion if we are
to live it with enthusiasm and sincerity
but we need to find a space to allow for
the  rightness  of others  -  however
disconcerting some of their beliefs are
to us -and acceptance of their covenant
with God as well.

Some  Christians  have  been  so
horrified by their new understanding
of the discrinination and death dealt
in the name  of Christianity to  Jesus'
fellow-Jews that they become too full
of guilt to dialogue sensibly with Jews
-excess guilt is as almost as destructive
to developing mutual understanding as
unrelenting anger at the past.

Discussing  theology  is  one  thing.
Discussing  actual  experience  of God
and relationship with God can also be
difficult. An ennobled Chief Rabbi once
said to the Revd Erie Allen, an Hon.

Some Christians have
made it clear that
they do not believe

that they should
corrvert Jews. These
changes in Christian

attitude towards
Judaism are what

make dialogue
possible.

Secretary  of CCJ,  `1  would no  more
discuss  my theology with you than I
would my relationship with my wife.'
The  good  lord  actually had  a point.
One's relationship with God is at least
as personal  as  one's relationship with
one's  partner  and  is  similarly  an
inappropriate topic of conversation with
acquaintances. Buber talks about the 1-
Thou  as  the  moment  of  absolute
awareness  of the  other.  There  are  a
number of problems with We-Thou for
our relationship with God.  Firstly, we
are actually talking about our separate
relationships with the same being; while
we    may    know    rationally    and
theologically that God's  infinite being
relates to everyone, we may find it hard
fully to allow emotional space for other
people to be having as much fun or as
much  depth  with  God  as  we  are
ourselves. Or to cope with our fears that
they are having more  fun  and more
profundity with God than we are - even
more unnerving than competitive fears
about human relationships.  In  1987  I

published in  `European Judaism'  the
idea  of the  sibling  relationship  as  a
paradigln for Judaism and Christianity,
ananalogythatseemstobeverypopular
at the moment. But the analogy of our
relationship  with  God  and marriage,
which is described by Daniel Gordis as
Judaism 's other covenantal relationship ,
(in Geffen and Celesation JRSA 1993)
has   interesting   ramifications   for
inter faith   dialogue.   Judaism   and
Christianity are monogamous religions
and we have no human experience of
sharing our devotion to our beloved to
help us share God. In addition it can be
hard to express  emotions and feelings
in words and harder still to share those
words with others.

A lot of my experience of interfaith
dialogue has been specifically women's
dialogue and this I think often `works'
better.  Is  this  because,  as Anneliese
Debray thought when she founded the
women's  Jewish-Christian-Muslim
dialogueweeksattheHedwigDransfeld
Haus  at  Bendorf in  Germany,  that
women have  shared life  experiences
which  can  become  the  basis  of a
dialogue  even  when  they  live  at
opposite sides of a political or religious
divide?  I  belong  to  a  small  Jewish-
Christian  women's  dialogue  group
which is very valuable to its members,
all of whom spend a lot of time acting
as a resource for other people, as a time
when we actually gain something for
ourselves.  We  have  discussed  how
women's dialogue differs. Are women
more   used   to   articulating   their
emotions and so more able to share their
own  religious  story  in  dialogue  as
Lynne  Schofield  suggests  (Feminist
Theology No.23)? Many of us share a
certain   exasperation   at   the   less
egalitarian  aspects  of our  various
religious establishments which creates
a bond;  that closeness then inakes  it
easier to  share our ideas  and feelings
about theology.

DczZ)r# E77tef says, `Although justice
and peace are finally God's,  our joint
efforts, together with those of other faith
communities,  will  help  bring  the
Kingdom of God .... we must work to
bring justice and peace to our world.'
Inter faith    work     increases     our
understandingofeachotherandrespect
for each other's tmth and that I believe
helps  bring  the  messianic  age  into
being .

RABBI RACHEL MONTAGU i.a cz grzdwafe
Of  Cambridge  University  and  the  Leo  Baeck
College.     She    served    congregations    in
I,ondon c[nd Cardiff and is now the Education
Director  of  the  Council  of  Christians  and
Jews coed teaches  Biblical Hebrevi) at Birlcbeck
College.
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Gavin D'Costa

He  Kissed  Him  and  They  Wept.
Towards   a  Theology   of  Jewish-
Catholic   Partnership,   eds.   Tony
Bayfield,  Sidney  Brichto  and Eugene
Fisher,  SCM,  London,  2001,  £16.95,
ISBN:  0 334 0826 4, pbk.
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are complex and painful, and certainly
not without hope. It is also necessary
to remember the plural in speaking of
Jews  and Roman  Catholics,  as  both
communities  are  diverse,  in  their
opinions   and   also   in   structural
organisation.  When the  Pope  speaks,
Catholics  are usually represented by
the outside world as having a unitary
view.  But from the inside, the Pope's
text becomes the basis for debate and
interpretation. On the other hand, there
is no singular spiritual and institutional
head of world Jewry,  and the almost
exclusive  presence  in  this  book  of
liberal and progressive Jews - there is
only one  Orthodox Rabbi  contributor
- is telling.

After World War 11 and the Shoah/
Holocaust, many Christians awakened
slowly  to  the   full   extent  of  the
horrifying genocide of Jews. Since then,
the  roots  of Christian  anti-Semitism
havebeenrelentlesslyexploredbyboth
Jewish and Christian scholars and the
Vatican  began  its  slow  and  long
pilgrimage in the publication of `Nostra
Aetate' (1965). It insisted that the Jews
`should not be spoken of as rejected or

accursed as if this followed from holy
scripture' ®ara. 4). It started a process
which has  seen the  foundation  of a
special    Vatican    Committee    for
Relations  with  the  Jews.  It  thereby
refused to assimilate this question into
a  sub-set  of relations with the  world
religions for which another Committee
was founded. There followed a number
of Vatican  statements  concerning
Jewish-Catholic  relations,  and  the
founding of many national Committees
for  Jewish  relations  as  part  of the
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Bishops'   Conferences  in  various
countries.  Pope  John  Paul  11  has
particularly pushed the process forward
by visiting  synagogues,  praying with
his Jewish friends,  visiting Israel and
repenting the past persecutions of Jews
by  Christians.  My  outline  of these
events  is  not to  indicate that nothing
has happened from Jewish groups. The
opposite   is   true,   but   given   the
asymmetry of the relationship,  more
often  persecutor  to  persecuted,  the
generosity  of some  Jewish  people
towards  the  Catholic  church  still
surprises me.

During this same period there have
been many difficult issues. The convent
and crosses  at Auschwitz controversy
rumbled on painfully, until there was
direct intervention by the Pope in the
face   of  increasingly  anti-Jewish
statements  from some  Catholics.  The
beatification and then canonisation of
Edith   Stein  produced   high-level
delegations  from  Jews  to  Rome  in
protest. They were not heeded. But the
Pope'scanonisationhomilywascareful
and  sensitive  to  the  hurt  and  anger
caused by the  sainting  of a Jewish
convert,  murdered in Auschwitz.  The
question ofpius RII's role during world
war 11 is still much debated. These and
other issues have shown the depth of
feelings  of both  Jews  and  Catholics,
and the potential deep hostility that lies
beneath the surface. Only prayer, time,
education, conversation, friendship and
changes of heart and action can address
this  painful  history.  This  book  is
testimony to that process.

`He  Kissed Him  and They Wept'

moves  things  on  in  a  number  of
important ways. It is the outcome of a
conference in May 2000, sponsored by
the  World  Union  for  Progressive
Judaism and the Vatican,  with high-
1evel  representation,   held  at  the
Sternberg   Centre   in  North  West
London.  The  conference  clustered
around  three  themes:  (i)  trying  to
advance  a theology of partnership  in
terms of `covenant' and `election', (ii)
dwelling   on  the   context   of  that
partnership  in terms  of `sacred texts'
and the  `challenges of modemity and
postmodernity',  (iii)  locating  that
partnership  in  socio-political  and
ethical terms.  Central to these themes
was   a   concern   to   preserve   the
uniqueness of each tradition, while also
highlighting  that which  is  shared  in
common.    This-is    an   important
methodology    and    is    respected
throughout by all the contributors. To
achieve this goal twelve major papers
were presented,  followed by  a brief
response, all of which are printed in this

collection.  The  editors  increase  the
dramatic, dynamic and critical impact
of the volume by asking a commentator
to   write   about   the   debate   and
discussion that took place  regarding
each theme; This is a superb device and
really  communicates  some  of the
dissonance, commonality, and flavour
of live  discussion.  Fin.ally,  there  is  a
section clarifying the partnership and
setting its agenda. There are three ways
in  which  this  volume  really  does
advance a Jewish-Catholic theology of
partnership,7zofJeczsfinthepartnership
involved in prodrcing the book.

First,   it   highlights   the   huge
theological  resources,  shared  and
singular, which can be  employed to
develop   this   partnership.    Some
orthodox  scholars  have  disavowed
theological dialogue like Rabbi J.  8.
Soloveitchik and Professor  Eliezer
Berkovits. But this volume witnesses
to the immense riches  of such good
conversation. The level of theology is
high, and the debate most interesting.
Itshowsthatwhenthereismutualgood
will,  an enormous  amount  of new
ground can open up, to the advantage
of both Cathofics and Jews.

Second, at the theological level, the
issues explored are higbly appropriate
for developing partnership - and they
do move the debate forward. `Election'
and  `covenant', which have so  often
been  used to  imply  exclusive  and
excluding relationship with God and
his people, such that Chistians have
often  seen themselves  as  Zfee  only
chosen people is caued into question.
RabbiTonyBayfieldsxperblyexplores
the  notion  of Csiblings',  describing
Christian  and  Jew  as   sharing  a
`covenant'  so that space for mutual
respect for each other's theological
existence  is  opened  up.  And  the
Franciscan Edward Ondrako tries to
show why `election' does not literally
rri!ean C extra ecclesia nulla salus' - th!ere
is  no  salvation outside the  church  -
even though he slisttly obscures the
fact that this teaching was consistently
and conceptually appfied to Jews who
were  thought  to  bave  knowingly
rejected the  church.  He presents  a
convincing patchwork of quotes from
Vatican sources to develop this theme.

But after reading this excellent first
section,  one  question put  by  Tony
Bayfield in his introduction remained
unanswered:  `could  Catholics  move
beyond  saying that Judaism  was  a
wonderful tradition which shed light
on the origins of Chistianity but what
apityJewsweremissingoutonthebest
and  only  truth  of all?'  (p.3)  In  the
discussion this question had arisen: was
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there  real  space  being  granted  to
Judaism within  Catholic theology,  or
as another delegate put it, was Jewish
salvation only grade 18? Catholics are
certainly far from claiming Jesus as the
`only truth', but the question of `best'

is  still generally fudged.  Recognising
`covenant'  and  `election'  as  being

analogously    applicable    to   both
traditions is an achievement not to be
scorned,  but  it  requires  important
Christological  clarification  from  the
Catholic side before it can indicate any
7€ew shift. But this lack of clarification
does  not  obscure  the  achievements
within this section.

Thereadingofsacredtextsprovides
a superbly fruitful area of exploration
and the two papers by Rabbi Jonathan
Magonet and Father John Pawlikowski
are exceptionally thoughtful. Magonet
shows   how   Christians   can   learn
enomouslyfromtheveryvariedJewish
exegetical  approaches to  sacred texts
and avoid what  is  often  a  spiritually
barren biblical exegesis.  This latter is
perhaps   particularly   due   to   the
domination  of the  historical  critical
method in Anglo-American  circles,  a
point noted by the respondent, Father
Robert     Murray.      Father     John
Pawlikowski's  paper  takes  on  the
difficult task of examining how certain
readings  of the  Christian  scriptures
actually block good relations. He opens
up  many  constructive  alternative
reading  strategies.  This thematic area
is  one  of the most  fertile  for further
exploration.   Some  of  the  Jewish
participants were  left asking whether
the  New  Testament  has  a  place  in
Jewish liturgy, and indeed, what of the
place of Jesus for Jews? This brings to
mindthesecondhalfofTonyBayfield's
question. I quoted the first half above
regarding  whether  Christians  could
really grant equal theological status to
Jews. He continues: `Could Jews move
beyond praising  Christianity  for  its
architecture, music and self-sacrificing
love  yet  silently  qualifying  that
endorsement with  a throwaway line
about having based their faith  on  a
complete misunderstanding of a rather
ordinary  Jew?'  (p.3)  Again,  this
question, with very minor exceptions,
goes unanswered. But many new ones
are also opened up in this section.

The two other essays of this section
require notice. Dr Janet Martin Soskice,
a  lay  Catholic  academic,  provides  a
probing essay asking whether we need
to maintain what postmodem theory
calls `binary opposites ' : if catholicism
is  true,  then  Judaism  is  false?  She
develops this in a subtle piece, looking
at the complex ways in which language
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works such that one carmot simply posit
oppositions,   but   must   recognise
context  and the  internal plurality  of
both traditions. The essay by Professor
Sussanah  Heschel  clearly  created  a
major stir. It was the most controversial
in the conference.

Heschel criticises both Judaism and
Christianity  for their patriarchy and
subjects  both  to  a  scathing  bath  in
postcolonial  theory  regarding  their
construction  of self (Jewish women)
or/and other (Christian construction of
Judaism).  She asks, with clarity,  `how
am I to represent a tradition which has
failed to represent me? Who is the `we'
of the  questions  formulated for this
session'   (p.149).   Many   Catholic
feminists might equally have asked this
of Catholicism.  This takes me to  my
third point. The feminist dimension of
Jewish-Catholic relations emerges as a
difficult  and  unresolved  issue,  not
explicitly placed on the agenda by the
organisers but dramatically raised by
Heschel.       It       clearly       caused
consternation,    drew    resistance,
criticism  and  support,  and  does  not
properly appear again as an important
item for the future of Jewish-Catholic
relations.    A    small    number    of
participants questioned the JacobAlsau
reference which forms the title to this
volume, suggesting instead Rachel and

Leah. So when Jews and Catholics come
together there  are  lots  of predictable
issues that require discussion. But there
are   others   which   appear   as   the
conversation deepens and broadens and
feminist and postmodem theory will
require much  serious  attention in the
future.  It  struck me that  apart  from
Soskice and Heschel, most of the other
main    participants    were    pretty
unfamiliar with the postmodem terrain
-  not  that  feminism  belongs  there
uniquely  -  and  that  may  well  leave
Jewish-Catholic   dialogue   in   an
unfortunate ghetto, failing to draw in a
whole generation of new scholars with
very different assumptions about how
questions  are  framed  and what they
presuppose.

This book stands as a very important
marker for the development of closer
relations between Jews and Catholics,
showing that intellectual honesty and
spiritual  clarity  can result  in  deeper
friendship,   respect,   and   mutual
leaming.  For that,  all readers will be
ilrmensely grateful I
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UNTIL    I    ARRIVED    AT
Gratz    College,    in    North
Philadelphia,  at seventeen, to

lean to  be  a Jewish  supplementary
school teacher, I viewed the old texts of
Judaism as  part  of orthodoxy.  It had
never occurred to me,  a Conservative
teenagerthatreformershavealwaysbeen
part of Jewish tradition. So I was thrilled
to  discover  the  Shulchan  Arukh  o£
Joseph  Caro who  lived from  1488 to
1574.  Born just before the  expulsion
from  Spain,  Caro  grew  up  in  the
experience of enforced Diaspora under
thegreatOttomanemperor,Suleimanthe
Lawgiver.  Most  of the  Spanish  and
Portuguese Jews of his time were living
in  Greece,  Turkey  and the  Ottoman
controlled  land  of Palestine.  Caro's
family went first to Bulgaria, then to
Adrianople, where he was head of an
academy.  Finally he found his way to
Tsfat, the centre of burgeoning mystical
Judaism,wherehecompletedhistwenty-
fiIve yea.I  opus, the  Shulchan Arukh,
whichbecametheprimarycodeamongst
Sephardin, and later all of Jewry. I

At  Gratz  College  the  imposing
figure  of Dr.  Seymour Lachs  loomed
over  me, jamming  home  points  of
Jewish  law  with  his  forefinger.  He
brought the seemingly ancient Jewish
teachers to life, as he wove their lives
and works together. Just as Mainonides
had digested the whole of the Talmud
and created the Adz.sfe73efe ro7iofe to make
"study of Talmud unnecessary for those

who merely wanted to know the law,"2
so    Caro    set    out   to    provide    a
comprehensive  and  comprehensible
guide  to  daily  life  in  his  Sfez4/c%cz7e
j4rcffrfe.   For  "those  who  enter  the
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banquet hall of Torah can now find its
contents     laid     out     in     elegant
simplicity.„3

Who  says  reform  and  orthodoxy
have not gone hand in hand over the
centuries? Even before the words were
coined  to  reflect  and  identify  the
movements that arose in the nineteenth
century, the dynamic tension between
tradition  and  interpretation  was  a
central part  of Jewish teaching  and
practice.  Ironically,  Caro's  attempt to
codify  and  fix  the  law  was  also  a
reinterpretation  of fe&J¢cfeczfe  in  the
context of contemporary  cultural  and
religious  needs.  In  that  sixteenth
century world of uncertainty and new
cultures, Caro "simply ignored all the
laws    not    currently    applicable,
though...he    tended    to    omit    all
reference  to  earlier  sources  or  to
opinions he had decided to reject."4

Even within his own lifetime, Caro 's
greatworkbecalnethesubjectoffurther
commentary,  and there was  lively and
intense  debate  about  whether  these
codes and commentaries were, in fact, a
diversionfromtheproperstudyofTorah
and Talmud.  The  law has  never been
frozen in time  or space.  Rather it has
stimulated Jewish scholars to delve more
deeplyandtowrestlewiththetwo-edged
blessing of tradition and change.

So why had this strange book of law
so  appealed to  me  and  captured my
imagination?  The  60's  decade  was  a
turbulent  and  exciting  time  in  the
United   States:   the   Civil   Rights
movement was transforming into the
Black Power  scene;  sexual  freedom
emphasized the need to take personal
responsibility for our actions and their

consequences;   increasingly,   our
government was encroaching on the
lives and freedom of the Vietnamese
people in the name of defending self-
determination; the  assassinations  of
JohnF.andRobertKennedyandMartin
LutherKingleftIIswithabumingneed
to make our voices heard in a society
that cried out for zz.fafa£7z, repair through
political  and social  awareness  and
protest. Presidents Johnson and Nixon
created a new version of the English
language,  designed to obfuscate  and
manipulate truth.  Every day's  news
seemed to confim that attentiveness,
sensitivity and responsiveness  were
crucial to prevent ourAmerican values
being   perverted   and   ultimately
destroyed.

AndtheJensofAmericaresponded.
On college campuses throughout the
country Jewish youth were  in  the
forefront of social and political action,
both mainstream and extreme.  We
marched on Washington, wrote to our
congressmen  and  senators,   held
passionate pubHc meetings and knew
with certainty that the future depended
on the  choices we made about what
America sbould stand for at home and
abroad.

What leapt off the pages  of the
Shulchan A:rukh was Caro. s energedro
belief that Jewish life was, and is, about
howweliveeverymomentofeveryday.
Our tradition offers, indeed, enj oins us
not only to study, pray and celebrate,
but to bring to life the eternal  rorcz¢
through  our  every  word  and  deed.
There, amidst this dense code of laws,
was   a  radical   and  extraordinary
injunction:  to  make  one  hundred
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brachot a. day.S
Originating with Rabbi  Meir,6 the

great Talmudic  scholar whose  name
means  "one  who  gives  light,"  this
teaching was an expression both of his
creativity and knowledge. Rabbi Meir
created and instituted three new daily
blessings: blessing God for not having
made  one  a Gentile,  a woman,  and a
boor. Problematic as two of them clearly
are  for  us  today,  they  nevertheless
reflect his  willingness  to  weave  the
needs  or  thoughts  of his  time  into
tradition.  Caro believed this practice
important enough to codify. The Zohar,
one    of   the    central    sources    of
Kabbalistic teachings, also recognizes
the 'centrality of blessing:

When  I  sit  down  at the table,  the
Divine  Presence  stands  behind  me.
When  I  say  a  blessing,  the  Divine
Presence pushes forward to receive my
Words.7

Imagine the time and attentiveness
required to  find  100  things  each  day
about which to acknowledge and bless
God.  At  first  I  was  bemused,  then
arrogantly critical, as I visualised/rz¢77g
Jews rattling off z7rczcfeoj as fast as they
could, to get the mz./zi/aft over and done
with.  Then,  I  began  to  think  that
perhaps there was another view. What
if every  word,  every  action  were
preceded        by        a        conscious
acknowledgement of its  place  in the
universe, an awareness of its possible
consequences? What if people actually
stopped to thank God for all those gifts
that   are   present   and   generally
unnoticed, those miracles that are with
us every day, at evening, moming and
noon, as the liturgy reminds us?

I  began  to  imagine  how  society
could change if everyone took the tine
to  look  for  and  acknowledge  those
daily   miracles   and   gifts.   More
importantly, I began to think about how
I might change if I tried this approach.

Not surprisingly,  I wasn't alone in
this. Spurred by our political and social
reality,  many  young  Jewish  adults
began  to  commit  themselves  to  the
work  of fz.frha7€  o/cz".  The  Religious
Action Center of Refomi Judaism was
established in the 1960s. in Washington
D.C. and "has been the hub of Jewish
social justice  and legislative  activity
inthe nation's capital for over 40 years.
It Eas  educated  and  mobilized  the
_inerican  Jewish  community  on
legisktive and social  concerns  as  an
affrocafe in the Congress of the United
Statesonissuesrangingfromlsraeland
Soriet Jewry to economic justice and
civil figbts, to international peace and
religious liberty.

The RAG is the Washington office
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of the  Union  of American  Hebrew
Congregations (UAIIC) and the Central
Conference   of  American   Rabbis
(CCAR),  representing  1.5  million
Refomi Jews and 1,700 Reform rabbis
in 900 congregations throughout North
America."8

At the heart of their work is a deep
commitment to Jewish tradition and a
realization of the imperative to  apply
it  to  the  challenges  we  meet  daily,
through    creative   wrestling    and
interpretation / 'dor vcz 'do7~, from

The law has never
been frozen in time
or space. Riather it

has stimulated
Jewish scholars to
dehie more deeply
and to wrestle with

the two-edged
blessing Of tradition

and change.
generation to generation.

Like the RAC, CLAL - The National
Jewish  Center  for  Learning  and
Leadership,  was  also  established  in
response to  a growing understanding
that Jewish life requires commitment
and pluralist responsive action. CLAL
was founded in 1974 as "a think tank,
leadership  training   institute   and
resource center.  CLAL's activities are
dedicated to building a Jewish life that
is spiritually vibrant and engaged with
the intellectual and ethical challenges
of the wider world.  CLAL's  faculty
represents  an unusual mix of rabbis
from every denomination, and scholars
from an array of disciplines.

Working  with  established  and
emerging volunteer leaders, rabbis, and
Jewish professionals, CLAL has earned
a     reputation     for     provocative
programming   that   embodies   the
principles  of pluralism  and helps  to
revitalize  institutions."9

As  part  of its  "Jewish  Tool  Kit"
CLAL  has  produced  The  Book  of
Jewish Sacred Practices: CL4£ 'S G#z.de
to  Everyday  &  Holiday  Rituals  &
B/essz.7ggr, which combines the creative
imagination of its diverse members to
make the concept and practice of 100
brczcfeof a day accessible and inspiring
to today's Jews  of all  denominations.

This  handbook  of daily  practice  is
edited by Rabbi Irwin Kula, president
of CLAL  and  a  leading  voice  for
religious  pluralism  in  the  Jewish
community, and Vanessa L. Ochs, Ph.D.,
senior associate at CLAL, and the Ida
and Nathan Kolodiz Director of Jewish
Studies  and  associate  professor  of
religious  studies  at the  University of
Virginia.

Although she does not mention the
S%c{/cfecz77  j47~zcfrfe  in  her  introduction,
Vanessa   Ochs   makes   clear   the
connection between Caro 's and CLAL's
contributions to living Judaism.

"As we have discovered, and as our

sages  have  long  known,  there  is  no
experience  in the  life  of a Jew that
cannot be marked in Jewish ways ....
The book. . .is the result of the kinds of
rituals we have sculpted together over
the years. It is not a prayer book or even
a  compendium  of obligatory  Jewish
rituals. Rather, it is a source for all to
use  creatively."]°  It  can  help  us  to
uncover the hidden holy moments in
our days.

Jewish  spiritual  life  can  include
many  day-to-day events  in our lives,
from  seemingly mundane tasks  like
organizing an office or working in the
garden, to the more profound such as
helping those less fortunate or hoping
to have a child.  The teachings in this
book offer a way to sanctify daily life.

Offering a meditation, a blessing, a
profound Jewish teaching, and a ritual
for more  than  one  hundred  diverse
everyday  events  and  holidays,  this
guide includes sacred practices for:
•    Lighting  Shabbat candles
•    Blessing your parents
•    Running a marathon
•    Visiting the sick
•    Seeing natural wonders
•    Moving into a new home
•    Saying goodbye to a beloved pet
•     Making a sfez.1;cz  call
•    Building a s#4t¢fe
•    Traveling...and much more]]

The blessings are simply and clearly
laid out in Hebrew, transliteration and
English.  Unfortunately  for those  not
fluent,  the  Hebrew  is  unpointed,
tempting the reader to sneak a glance
at the transliteration. Some purists may
carp  at  the  fact  that  the  brczcfeoJ  are
creatively translated, but generally the
interpretations  appear to  embody the
wider intention underlying the Hebrew.

Each  blessing  is  followed  by  a
meditation,  a ritual  and  one  or more
teachings. Some of the meditations are
completely new, while others are taken
or  adapted  from  traditional  sources,
such as  Psalms.  The  teachings  range

continued on next page
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from  traditional  sources,  such  as
Tlanach, Talmud, Zohar and tiiturgy, to
modem sources, including Rav Kook,
Irving (Yitz) Greenberg, Kerry Olitzky
and Rachel Sabath.

The rituals are varied and sometimes
challenging: for example, on joining a
synagogue,  it  is  suggested that  you
arrange to pay your first membership
fees  in person,  with the  rabbi  or  lay
leader present, so that you can express
your hopes for what your membership
might mean for you and your family,
and what you, in turn, can bring to the
congregation.]2  From their pages  to
God's ears !

I carmot imagine what either Rabbi
Meir or Joseph Caro would say about
this book. But I hope that they would
recognize in it a kindred spirit, whose
aim is to make our lives holy and bring
us closer to God I
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TAKE A DECADE

A;:o#|,tt:e::::a:e:a::E::;stu::?r
Wimbledon,  I  cannot be  accused  of
being anti-feminist, but I do strongly
support  Professor Moritz'  views  on
changes to our prayerbooks.

I had the ritual misfortune to grow
up at West London Synagogue with the
1930  prayer  book  at  the  height  of
Anglicisation.  We also had a separate
Anglican  style  book  and  a Hebrew
Kaddish, translated from the Aramaic
on the  `logical'  grounds  that no-one
spoke Aramaic. We were at our extreme
distance  from  Orthodoxy,  having
thrown out part of the baby with the
bath water.

I should hate to see us do the same
again in a search for gender equality in
prayer when few of us see God in human
terms - quite apart from the financial
burden to be placed on members of our
Movement by the  need to  replace  a
perfectly  adequate  Sz.dde/r  barely  a
generation  old.   Young  people  will
continue  to  drift  away  from  the
synagogue at around university age or
sooner,  however  one  may  alter the
prayers, the music or the service, and at
least a proportion return on marriage
or  maturity.    They  are  liturgically
conservative,  expecting  to  find  the
prayers  and  music  they  knew  as
children,  and  are  as  likely  as  older
members to be tuned off by trendy or
`happy clappy'  changes to words and

music.
May I emphatically suggest that our

individual  rabbis  devote  the  next
decade    to    trying    out    in    their
synagogues  modest  alterations  to the
wording of our prayers to reflect a more
neutral deity, `ancestors' for `forefathers'
is  one  quite acceptable  change to the
English  where  the  patriarchs  are
indicated,  to  obtain  congregational
reactions.  Reactions can then be fed in
to the prayerbook committee to achieve
a majority congregational view before
a new prayerbook is imposed on us.

In Wimbledon we always sing Psalm
29 as we return the scrolls to the Ark.
We  sing the  Hebrew with relish,  but
however     translated     it     is     an
anthropomoaphic fantasy about God -
male, female or neuter - shattering the
cedars of Lebanon and making the wild
deer  calve.  One  cannot  rewrite  the

Psalms.
Unless  we  are  to  create  our  own

services  broken  further  away  from
tradition,  let us not rush into trendy
modernisation  of  the  liturgy  for
undoubtedly  sincere  reasons,  from
which Catholic and Protestant services
are already suffering, but make haste
slowly to  implement moderate  and
considered changes which will  last a
century   and  not  merely  another
generation I

Alan Tyler
Surbiton, Surrey

TEE WARP
Sir

IN        HIS        PLEA        FOR
immutability in our Prayer Books,
Alfred Moritz is  dead right,  but

about just one thing.    The  Sfec[/osfe
RegtzJz.7%44lochzorisamonstrosity-fat,
ungainly,heavyandanightmaretouse,
with its constant pagejumps.  It is too
clever  by  Half.    About  inclusive
language, however, he trots out all the
old defences of the need not to change
and is trapped in a time warp.

It comes down to this.   If `Lord'
`Forefathers',  CMankind'  and all .the

other mascilline nouns were feminine,
would hfr Moritz be happy to be told
that  `Lady',  and  `Foremother'  are
inclusive of the masculine gender and
that he should not be so sensitive? I
rather think not.

Reform Judaism is about continuous
revelation and reacting to the genuine
needs of society.  It was not pickled in
aspic in the 1840s, when West London
was founded, in the 1940s when ASGB
was  established or at any other time
when a prayer bcok was produced to
meet the needs of its time.

Weshouldavoidbadgrammarinthe
attempt to be sensitive -I hate  `each
ONE    shall   submit   and   pledge
themselves in everytongue'.  But when
1leadourservice,Ifudfewpeoplehave
a   problem   with   Cancestors'   for
`forefathers'.   `Etemal' for `Lord'  or
`humanity' for `Hiarikind'. This way my

son AND dau8bter, not to mention my
wife and my mother are a part of the
prayer, not a lowerLcaste adjunct.

Watching  the  Queen  Mother's
funeral, it was fiill of `thees',  `thous'
and `thines' as our prayer books once
were.  Should we have kept those?  It
reinforced my view that the language
of  prayer   does   not   need   to   be
inaccessible.   It needs to be inclusiveI

Barry Hyman
Bushey, Herts
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in solidarity with Israel? Go there. That
is the most urgently needed and easiest
encore  in the world. You can pick any
window seat in any row you like on any
EI Al or BA plane, because they are half
or quarter empty.  The hotel room with
the best view and least noise is yours for
the asking in Jerusalem and Be'Er Sheva
because  nobody  has  booked  them.
Wanted at this moment are crusts in the
mouths of the chambermaids  in Safed,
and bottoms on the seats of sheroots in
Haifa  and Tiberias.  "I  cannot  do  any
work  here,"  my  nephew  with  three
families   to   support,   reports   from
Jerusalem,  "because  the  economy  is
dead."  TV pictures  of crowds waving
barmers thousands  of miles  away may
cause flutters in a few expatriate hearts
in Netanyah. They tickle not one Israeli
palm with  shekels  nor put one  chip  or
mashed potato  into  one  child's  empty
stomach.

#

THE  LAST  TRAIN  PULLED
into Schwerin station at a quarter
past midnight,  and I  decided to

walk the  eight minutes  home past the
sleeping  ducks  on  the  lake.  Three
minutes from my flat a taxi tuned in the
street,  and  stood rooted to  the  cobble
stones. As I got near the driver opened
his  door and called  out  "1'11  drive  you
home  and you won't have to pay. You
were very kind to me the other day" - I
must have given him a euro more than he
expected -"and 1'11 only save you two
minutes, but jump in." And as I juniped
in, he added "And we all now know who
you are."

Anti-semitism  in  Germany?  What
anti-Semitism?

#
IIE REANINGLESS MOMENT
of the golden jubilee that is now
fast fading into history happened

behind the thick walls of windsor Castle.
Cieolge Carey, the departing Archbishop
of   Canterbury,    Cormac    Murphy
O'Connor, the Cardinal Archbishop  of
Westminster, and the less augustly titled
leaders  of other  Christian  churches
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signed  in  great  solemnity  a  covenant
committing themselves to work for their
unity. It was the worthiest gesture they
couldthinkofthatSundaymoming.And
the  most  destructive  of religion  if,
improbably,  it  were  ever  put  into
practice.

The   diversity   of  churches   and
synagogues  exists to  express  the  even
greater  differences  in  our  religious
needs.  Some  need  hope,  others  need
certainty. To stir their souls, some need
to  shockel in a comer of Reb Chune's
Golders  Green Road shtiebel.  I need a
chazzan and a choir to lift mine. And if
the synagogue had taken over incense
from the Temple  as the  church did,  I
would be  swinging it even before the
Mah  of Mah Tovoo. A bearded rabbi
whom I used to tuck into his bed when
he was  four and five needs his .Meah
She`ariminJerusalemas1needtheHugo
Gr}m concourse there. And neither of us
needaspuriousunitytocheckandchoke
our religiosity.

S#
ALCIA   LANDMANN   PRO-
CLAIMS the fact that the English
Channel,  in spite  of the tunnel,

remains a cultural barrier as wide as two
oceans. Salcia Who? Every continental
Jew knows the answer. She is the saviour
of the East European Jewish joke. Like
the one about the man who does not lay
tefillin, does not wear payot, and has not
got much sense.  So why did God give
him a head? Just to nod off with? She
collected them over more than three
decades from survivors world wide, and
published  them  ,  with  perceptive
commentaries, in a series of paperbacks
that sold more than a million.  She also
threw  a  sideways  glance  at  English
Jewish jokes and was scathing. From a
community that knows so little of Bible
and Talmud, and is so assimilated, she
declared, not much can be expected in
the way of Jewish humour. That put us
in our marginal place.

Landmann departed this world on the
eve of Shavuot at the age of 90. She gave
life eternal to the heritage of a vanished
people who  had the  guts  to  laugh  at
every quirk of their humanity, and every
twist of their harsh fate.

#
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funeral - after all there are no children
to  take  care  of it.  So  when  the  PR

company rang to  ask whether I would
talk to a Sunday paper about the funeral
that is bound to catch up with me one
day,  provided  they  mentioned  the
Wingate literary prize for which I was
one of this year's judges, I was ready. I
told the reporter what I would tell the
Archangel  Michael  at the  iron  gates
which never rust -pearly anything has
never been for me . And I gave a good
trot to my hobby horse that cremation
destroys our heritage , by telling her that
every time I visit my mother's grave in
Hoop  Lane,  I pass  those  of the  cellist
Jacqueline  du Pre and of Leslie Hore-
Belisha  who  gave  us  the  flashing
beacons  at pedestrian crossings.  When
the piece appeared a couple of months
later, the Archangel Michael had become
St. Peter - who surely would not deign
to talk to a mere rabbi - du Pre had
wandered off to Ewelme in Oxfordshire,
and I, with a reserved grave in Golders
Green, expected to join her there.

None of which has shaken my lifelong
faith that the press never get it wrong.
They  only   skid  occasionally  into
fantasy.  And I  also  remain  convinced
that I shall be at my own funeral, but in
a  strictly passive  capacity.  So  there  is
little point wonying about it,  and still
less talking about it.

#
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blessings. I glanced left and beyond the
Chuppah a trousered shape was prone
on the  floor.  "It's  only the best man,"
flashed through my mind, "carry on". I
did. "As this is a Jewish wedding, there
will be at least half a dozen doctors in
the  congregation," was the comforting
thought  that  came  with  the  blessing
about being created in God's image. And
there were. By the time I got to the bit
about the Garden of Eden, the prostrate
figure stirred. As the groom stamped his
foot on to the glass, the young man was
raised back  on  his  own two  unsteady
feet.  And  the  sobering  experience
helped  to  make  his  speech  later  that
night marginally less  awful than most
best men's spirited efforts.

RABBI  WILLIAM  WOLFF  I.s'  Zfee  reg!.o#a/
rabbi   in   North    East    Germany.    He    has
previously        served       congregations        in
Winbledon,  Brighton,  Reading,  Milton  Keynes
and  Newcastle  upon  Tyne.  He  trained  at  Leo
Baeck College,  and  started in the rabbinate  as
an  assistant  to  the  late  Rabbi  Hugo  Gryn  at
the  West  London  Synagogue.
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THE  STERNBERG  CENTRE  FOR JUDAISM

AN OPEN  DOOR TO JEWISH  LIFE
The Sternberg  Centre for Judaism,  situated at 80  East End  F]oad,  Finchley,  at the  heart of London's
Jewish community, is the largest Jewish religious, educational and cultural centre in Europe.

It is the home of Britain's Pe.form Movement, the Leo Baeck College, Akiva School and the New North
London Masorti Synagogue. It also provides many amenities including a Library,  Bookshop, Cafeteria,
Biblical Garden and extensive grounds.

Many programmes at the Sternberg Centre are open to the general public. Below is a selection for the
spring and early summer. The Sternberg Centre is an open door to Jewish life and extends to you the
warmest of welcomes.

ART COUPSES
Ten-week daytime courses with Zev  Fiobinson
September 24th   -   December 17th 2002
Tuesdays 9.30am -12.30pm
and  1.30pm -4.30pm
Telephone  020  8349  5646

WATERCOLOUR CLASS
Ten  week evening  course
with  Linda  Gervertz
September 18th   -   November 20th 2002
Wednesdays 7.30pm - 10.00pm
Telephone  020  8349  5646

LEO BAECK COLLEGE
CENTHE FOR JEWISH EDUCATION
COMMUNITY OF LEARNERS PROGFIAMME
Adult Jewish learning targeted to the needs of our
time. The programme responds to a secular Britain
at the beginning of the 21 st Century,
using the expertise of rabbis and educators.
Telephone  020  8349  5628

JEWISH  MUSEUM
FAMILYHISTORYWORKSHOP
Workshop  arranged  by the Jewish  Genealogical
Society. This is an opportunity to find out how to
research   your family roots
September lst    and    November l7th
Sundays 4pm - 6pm
Telephone  020  83491143
E.mail:  enquiries@jewishmuseum.org.uk

JEWISH   MUSEUM -FINCHLEY
LEON GREENMAN
Auschwitz  Survivor 98288
Permnanent exhibition
Available  as  a travelling  exhibition

JEWISH MUSEUM EXHIBITION
Until the  end  of December 2002
A STEP UP THE LADDEF3:
THE JEWS  OF HACKNEY
Hackney's Jewish  Community between
1920  and  1950
Telephone  020  83491143
E.mail:  enquiries@jewishmuseum.org.uk

LEO BAECK COLLEGE
CENTRE FOF} JEWISH EDUCATION
THE  SHIUF3
Autumn  Semester 2002
Tuesdays  11.15am  -12.45pm
Septemer 24`h -December 17th 2002
THEMES FF]OM THE BOOK OF LEVITICUS
Study the Torah with the finest teachers
and students. Telephone 020 8349 5600S

STEnNBERG CENTPE EXH.BiTioN(S)
`STUDENTS SUMMEFI SHOW'

At the Manor House
July  llth -   August 29th 2002
Presenting our very own  `Summer Exhibition'
Featuring  oil  paintings from  students who
attend the Art Courses run by Zev F]obinson
at the Sternberg Centre.

`WIAX VVORKS'

An  exhibition  of contemporary Batiks by
ANNIE  PHILLIPS
September 6th  -   October Sid 2002
The ancient and  highly skilled  art of Batik has  been
practised for over 2000 years.
Annie  Phillips'  2lst  Century  interpretations  of this
art form, combine flair and an exotic use of
colour to create stunning and dynamic works.
Exhibition  hours
Monday -Thursday loam -5pm
Friday -loam -3pm
Telephone  020  8349  5700
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